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Introduction Saudi Arabia 
Doing Business in Saudi Arabia is part of a series that presents infor-
mation on business and taxation in various countries of the world. It 
provides, in condensed form, the information needed by those inter-
ested in doing business with Saudi Arabia or establishing a presence 
in the Kingdom. It has been necessary to treat certain laws and regu-
lations in a rather general manner inasmuch as they change fre-
quently. Specific questions should be answered by reference to the 
laws and regulations of the country and by consultation with profes-
sional advisors in the light of the particular circumstances. 
Doing Business in Saudi Arabia is published in two forms: in a loose-
leaf edition and as a bound book. Only the loose-leaf edition may be 
supplemented or revised. These additions or revisions wil l appear on 
blue-colored sheets inserted after the basic material. Reference 
should always be made to the supplementary pages, which wil l be 
keyed to the basic material by chapter and section number. In addi-
tion , new or revised information may be presented on pages inserted 
in the basic text. Revisions of this type are indicated by a date that 
appears at the bottom of each replacement page. 
Changes are occurring so rapidly in Saudi Arabia that it is necessary 
to obtain current detailed information whenever a specific need 
arises. The information in this book is based on material available to 
Deloitte Haskins & Sells as of March 1980. 
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Parti: 
The Country and 
Business Opportunities 
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Chapter 1 Saudi Arabia 
The Country 
Saudi Arabia is a stable and resilient absolute monarchy which en-
courages foreign interest and participation in its growth program. As 
the cradle of Islam, this is the most orthodox of the Islamic countries 
in adhering to the precepts of the faith. 
Occupying four-fifths of the Arabian Peninsula, Saudi Arabia has the 
Red Sea on its west coast and the Arabian Gulf on the east. 
In the Hejaz province are Medina and Mecca, the holy cities of Islam, 
and the major Red Sea ports, including Jeddah. Jeddah is the major 
private-business center, the banking center, and present home for the 
diplomatic corps. A large industrial center is being constructed at 
Yanbu. 
Riyadh, capital of the Najd province in the central part of the country, 
is the administrative center of the Kingdom, the location of all 
ministries. 
The towns of Dhahran. Dammam, and Al-Khobar are in the Eastern 
Province, which is the center of the Kingdom's oil activities, with 
major port facilities on the Arabian Gulf. A new industrial center is 
being constructed in Jubail. 
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Chapter 2 Saudi Arabia 
Business Climate 
2.01 Investment Opportunit ies 
What has been fundamentally an oil-based economy is being directed 
toward the establishment of a more broadly based and privately 
owned industrial society. The tax, tariff, capital transfer, insurance, 
as well as the tendering and contracting policies of the Kingdom are 
constantly being reexamined to improve incentives for private in-
vestors. Efforts are also being made to control the rate of inflation, 
which has fluctuated during the recent years. 
The government has created a number of institutions to assist the pri-
vate sector in financing projects directed toward achieving the de-
sired industrial balance. They offer favorable terms and considerable 
financial advice (Appendix H). 
Government Policy. As expressed by high-level officials and in regu-
lations, government policy is designed to encourage the investment 
of foreign capital, particularly in joint ventures with Saudi nationals. 
A translation of the Industrial Policy Statement of February 25,1975 
states, in part: 
The government welcomes foreign capital as well as foreign 
expertise and invites their participation in industrial devel-
opment projects in cooperation with Saudi businessmen. 
The government, recognizing the benefits to the industrial 
development of the Kingdom of the entry of foreign capital 
accompanied by administrative and technical capability and 
ability for international marketing, assures investors that it 
wil l always avoid imposing any restrictions on the entry and 
exit of money to and from the Kingdom . . . 
2.02 Incentives 
Incentives provided to encourage industrial development include: 
• Loans and equity participation on favorable terms 
• Assistance in identifying, evaluating, and forming a new enterprise 
• Financial and technical operating subsidies 
• Exemption of exports from customs duties 
• Tax exemption for at least five years (or, in the case of industrial and 
agricultural projects, ten years) from issuance of license, if qualify-
ing under the Foreign Capital Investment Code (Appendix B). 
• Provision of industrial sites at favorable rents 
• No requirement for reinvestment of profits derived from foreign 
capital 
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Second Development Plan. While foreign investment in the oil ex-
tractive industry and commercial or trading companies is not per-
mitted, the ambitious $144 billion Second Development Plan offers 
many opportunities in all other segments of the economy, especially 
those that emphasize import substitution. The most active are: 
• Petrochemicals and hydrocarbon-based industries 
• Agriculture and water 
• Electric generation, transmission, and distribution 
• Manufacturing in areas relying heavily on imports 
• Education 
• Health and social welfare programs 
Utility services are being established and constantly expanded to 
meet the ever-growing needs created by a rising standard of living 
and an expanding industrial base. Education efforts wil l require a con-
tinued effort over the next two or three generations; and health care, 
especially outside the main cities, wil l require building and servicing. 
Roads, telecommunications, ports and other infrastructure elements 
must be expanded; and the need for more and improved housing is 
abundantly evident. 
Third Development Plan. This plan, covering the period 1980-1985, 
while at this writing has not been formally announced, wil l encompass 
expenditures in excess of $250 billion and place far less emphasis 
on massive projects and far greater emphasis on limiting expendi-
tures to current income, further spending on human resource develop-
ment, better management practices, reducing foreign manpower 
requirements, further development of secondary cities and villages, 
and the development of public services and utilities. 
Areas of opportunity include: 
• Foreign participation in domestic assembly and manufacturing 
ventures 
• Util ity networks for water, power and sewage 
• Materials handling and building materials and supplies 
• Schools, airports, housing and hospitals 
• Business machinery and services 
• Storage and warehouse facilities 
Saudi Partner Not Necessary. Technically, the regulations do not 
require a foreign investor to have a Saudi partner. As a practical mat-
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ter, however, the granting of a license to operate is unlikely in the 
absence of Saudi ownership, and, for example, the tax-exemption in-
centive mentioned above is available only to ventures with at least 
25% Saudi ownership. 
No Exchange Controls. As indicated in the excerpt from the Indus-
trial Policy Statement quoted above, there are virtually no exchange 
controls in Saudi Arabia. Profits and capital, to the extent not legally 
reserved, may be freely remitted abroad. In certain cases, capital can 
be remitted only over an eight-year period, after which there are no 
restrictions. 
Foreign Capital Need Not Be Registered. The Saudi riyal (SR) is ex-
tremely stable and freely convertible. The use of Israeli, Rhodesian, 
and South African currency is prohibited, as are payments to or 
receipts from these countries. 
2.03 Export Opportunit ies 
The markets for goods and services in Saudi Arabia are—the govern-
ment, the oil industry, and the private sector. The government is the 
largest of these and wil l remain so for the foreseeable future. 
It is estimated that trade with Saudi Arabia, in consumer goods as 
well as equipment and hard goods, wil l more than triple within the 
next few years. Imports in 1976 were SR 29 bill ion* and in 1977— 
SR 49 billion.(1) Growth areas include: 
• Building supplies and construction equipment 
• Hospital equipment and supplies 
• Defense hardware 
• Computer systems 
• Prefabricated housing 
• Office and home furnishings 
• Household appliances 
• Sewer-system materials and equipment 
• Aircraft 
• Packing equipment 
• Vehicles 
• Foodstuffs 
*SR stands for Saudi riyal, the Saudi monetary unit. 
(1) Monthly Bulletin of Stat ist ics—United Nations 
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This growth is occasioned, in part, by the development program, 
changes in the tastes of the population, the growing foreign-resident 
population, and higher levels of personal income. 
2.04. Labor and Operating Problems 
A company wishing to enter the Saudi Arabian market, in whatever 
form (Chapter 3), must be aware of the constraints and problems it 
wi l l encounter. The massive development program, the distances 
from home offices, the labor shortage, the climate and deficiencies in 
telecommunications create, in the aggregate, an environment that 
demands informed and careful planning. 
Manpower. Perhaps the biggest and most diff icult aspect of execut-
ing a project in Saudi Arabia is the extreme shortage of labor. The 
country's 1975-1980 Development Plan calls for a total manpower 
base of 2.4 million. It is currently estimated that the employable indig-
enous population is about 1 mill ion. Areas in which the greatest 
increases are planned are: 
It seems clear that anyone who undertakes an activity in Saudi Arabia, 
particularly a labor-intensive activity, wil l have to import labor and at 
considerable cost. 
The most readily available and effective labor pool currently appears 
to be Southeast Asia (Korea, the Philippines, Taiwan, Sri Lanka, 
Indonesia,and Pakistan). Managers, professionals, and technicians 
wi l l , in most cases, come from the home country of the expatriate 
concern. Estimates of the 1977 labor mix were: 
Non-Saudi (%) 
99.7 
98.1 
90.4 
54.8 
S a u d i ( % ) 
Semiskilled labor 
Service-oriented personnel 
Clerical personnel 
Sales personnel 
Unskilled labor 
95.0 
29.3 
31.2 
14.9 
52.4 
Asian 
(%) 
Middle Eastern 21 
65 
(%) 
European 10 
Other 4 
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Associated with the importation of labor is the built-in lead time re-
quired to recruit and train, and to obtain transport, visas, and work 
permits. The employer must also take into account the need to house 
and feed the workforce, perhaps in separate facilities if it is of mixed 
nationalities. If the workforce is more than 50 people, government 
regulations require the employer to build the necessary facilities. 
Movement of Goods. Those engaged in long-term construction or 
supply activities must make a special effort to organize and plan ma-
terial movement from origin to Saudi Arabia. The lead time on ocean 
freight (two to three months from the United States or Europe), to-
gether with some port congestion, must be taken into consideration to 
avoid costly delays and penalties. Air freight is extremely expensive. 
Costing and Negotiations. The trend is toward fixed-price contracts; 
and it is essential that anyone entering the market spend the time and 
research effort needed to estimate a contract properly. This wil l in-
clude working closely with the Saudi agent, and consulting trade 
association publications, chambers of commerce, other companies, 
financing institutions, and government bodies. Gathering information 
can be diff icult. Knowing the status of laws and regulations requires 
constant monitoring. 
Inflationary forces wil l continue to have a significant effect. The lack 
of a native construction industry, an overburdened infrastructure, and 
the shortage of labor wil l continue to exert upward pressure on prices. 
Negotiations should be carried out by company officials in a position 
to make on-the-spot decisions. Delays in making decisions because 
of a need to refer to the home office can be damaging. 
Communications. While considerable effort is being made to im-
prove communications systems, there are still substantial delays in 
mail delivery and in obtaining telephone and telex facilities. The new-
comer is advised either to arrange to share a telex with another con-
cern, or to write a contract specifying telex availability by a certain 
date, or to arrange to use the facilities of the Saudi agent. 
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Chapter 3 Saudi Arabia 
Establishing a Business Presence 
3.01 Licensing and Registration 
To establish a business entity, a license application must be fi led in 
Arabic with the Ministry of Industry and Electricity. A translation of 
an application form is given in Appendix D. Those planning to qualify 
under the Foreign Capital Investment Code must also fi le a license 
application (Appendices D or E). What qualifies a project for assist-
ance under the Foreign Capital Investment Code is diff icult to define. 
The basic criteria appear to be: 
• The capital (e.g., cash, securities, machinery, raw materials, patent 
rights) must be invested in economic-development projects of a 
long-term nature. 
• The investment must be licensed by the Ministry of Industry and 
Electricity with the support of the Foreign Capital Investment 
Committee. 
• The investment wil l result in further industrialization of the Kingdom 
and provide for the training of the indigenous population. 
• The project wil l bring to the Kingdom expertise or capability not 
already present. 
The procedures for registering a company under the Foreign Capital 
Investment Code may be outlined as fol lows: 
(1) An application (Appendices D or E) is fi led with the Ministry of 
Industry and Electricity in triplicate and in Arabic. It should include: 
• A draft of the Memorandum of Association or contract with the local 
investor, authenticated by the Saudi consulate 
• A resolution of the foreign investor's board of directors approving 
the application, authenticated by the Saudi consulate 
• A description of projects carried out by the foreign investor outside 
Saudi Arabia 
• A feasibility study of the project contemplated 
(2) The application is reviewed by the Foreign Capital Investment 
Committee. 
(3) Once the application is recommended by the Committee and ap-
proved by the Minister, the Memorandum of Association is studied 
by the Department of Companies for conformity with the Regulations 
for Companies. 
(4) Upon approval, the Memorandum of Association is recorded in 
the commercial register and published in a local newspaper (official 
gazette). 
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(5) Application is then made to the Director of Companies of the Min-
istry of Commerce for both commercial and companies registration. 
The application consists of: 
• A letter requesting registration 
• A copy of the recorded Memorandum of Association 
• A copy of the newspaper publication 
• A bank certificate evidencing deposit of the funds to capitalize the 
company (applicable only to limited liability companies) 
(6) Registration is entered in the Companies Register. 
(7) The company applies for and receives a Commercial Registration 
Number as well as a copy of the Registration Certificate. 
A company being registered to do business with the government does 
not go through the early steps of application review. The Ministry of 
Industry and Electricity merely submits a copy of the contract to the 
Department of Companies for registration. 
3.02 Business Entities 
Business entities in Saudi Arabia are regulated by law. The various 
regulations were codified in 1965 into the Regulations for Compan-
ies. These form the legal framework for the eight types of entities 
used for doing business in Saudi Arabia: 
General partnership 
Limited partnership 
Partnership limited by shares 
Limited liability company 
Variable capital company 
Joint stock company 
Cooperative company 
Joint venture 
The Regulations for Companies deal extensively with the usual de-
tails of business formation, minimum capital required, number of 
directors, and many similar matters. These regulations must be con-
sulted when forming a business entity. 
General Partnership. This is an association of two or more partners 
who are jointly and severally liable for the debts of the partnership to 
the full extent of their assets. 
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Limited Partnership. In a limited partnership there are two types of 
partners. The general partner (or partners) is liable for the debts of 
the partnership to the full extent of his assets; a limited partner is 
liable for the partnership's debts only to the extent of his contribu-
tion to capital. A limited partner may not participate in external acts 
of management. 
Partnership Limited by Shares. In this type of limited partnership, 
which must have at least one general partner, the interests of the 
limited partners are represented by equal negotiable shares, each of 
which must have a minimum value of SR50. The total capital cannot 
be less than SR100,000, half or more of which must be paid in on 
formation. 
Limited Liabil i ty Company. Also referred to as a limited liability 
partnership, this kind of entity must have two, but no more than 50 
partners. All partners are liable for partnership debts only to the ex-
tent of their contributed capital. The minimum capital is SR50,000, 
and the total capital must be divided into nonnegotiable equal shares. 
The public may not be invited to subscribe to such shares or to any 
increase in share capital. 
Variable Capital Company. This association of two or more partners 
resembles a limited liability company, except that its Memorandum 
of Association or bylaws may permit annual increments of capital, 
which may come from either existing partners or the admission of 
new partners. 
Joint Stock Company. A joint stock company may be incorporated 
only by issuance of a Royal Decree, which must be requested from the 
Ministry of Commerce by at least five shareholders. The application 
must contain the usual information relating to corporations, such as 
objectives, life span, capital, names of shareholders, and proposed 
bylaws. The share capital, which is divided into equal shares with a 
minimum par value of SR50, must be not less than SR200,000, or 
SR1,000,000 if shares are offered to the public. The company is ad-
ministered by a board of directors with at least three members. The 
customary operating rules pertaining to corporations in other coun-
tries also apply in Saudi Arabia. 
Cooperative Company. A limited liability company or a joint stock 
company may be formed to carry out a specific cooperative purpose, 
such as to reduce the cost or selling price of a product or service, to 
improve its quality, or both. Many special rules pertain to such a 
company—e.g., all shareholders have equal rights, capital is variable, 
etc. 
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Joint Venture. A joint venture is an association of two or more per-
sons, of which association third parties are not aware. Consequently, 
a third party has recourse only against the joint venturer with whom 
he had dealings. The joint venture is not a juristic body and is not sub-
ject to the publication requirements that apply to other companies. 
Generally, the rights, obligations, term, and other conditions are set 
forth in a separate agreement between the joint venturers. This is the 
business format most widely used by foreign investors. However, no 
commercial or trading activity can be undertaken unless 100% of the 
capital of the business entity is owned by Saudi nationals. 
3.03 Sponsorship, Agencies, and Government Contracts 
Other than participating as a partner or joint venturer in one of the 
legal business entities described above, a foreign concern can do 
business in Saudi Arabia only through a Saudi sponsor or agent. All 
of these activities are closely regulated. Permission from the Ministry 
of Commerce is required to operate a branch, agency, or representa-
tive office. Consultants of certain professions (law, accounting, con-
sulting engineering, etc.) must have a Saudi sponsor and operate 
under specific regulations applicable to each profession. 
The basic function of a sponsored company is to supply goods or 
services. A sponsored company cannot have its own legal presence in 
Saudi Arabia. It can supply staff to the sponsor if that staff is paid 
by the sponsor. 
A Royal Decree was issued on January 17, 1978 to clarify certain 
aspects of agency relationships. It requires a foreign contractor, who 
does not have a Saudi partner, to have a registered Saudi agent to 
engage in transactions with the government and to set the maximum 
agent's fee at 5% of the value of the contract. Other regulations pro-
hibit representation in direct govemment-to-government transac-
tions, stipulate that the required representation shall not be for pur-
poses of "influence peddling," and restrict an agent from 
representing more than ten different foreign contractors. 
A company performing a specific contract for a government agency is 
granted a temporary license. This registration terminates when the 
contract work is completed, and no other business activity is 
permitted. 
3.04 Considerations for Contractors 
The government must invite three firms or more to bid on all contracts 
for consulting, architectural design, and engineering work that are 
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worth more than SR1 million. At least five contractors must be invited 
to submit offers for construction contracts. Bids are opened in public, 
and a committee of three or more, from either the Ministry of Finance 
and National Economy or the agency concerned, reviews the bids and 
awards the contract by majority vote. 
Licensed Saudi individuals and companies have priority in dealings 
with the government. Next in line are companies in which the Saudi 
equity interest is 50% or more. 
Prequalif ication. Generally, all construction and major service proj-
ects require prequalification. However, the proper place for f i l ing pre-
qualification data is not always clear. In some cases, firms wishing to 
do business with specific ministries should prequalify with those min-
istries. However, the government is compiling a central list of foreign 
engineering and construction firms from which all ministries can 
choose companies from which to invite bids. 
Engineering and construction firms may file prequalification data 
with both the specific ministry and the central body, whose 
address is: 
Contractor's Classification Committee 
Non-Saudi Contractors Division 
Ministry of Public Works and Housing 
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia 
The data required in prequalification submissions are listed in 
Appendix A. 
Consulting firms and those merely selling products wil l continue to 
deal with the appropriate ministries. 
Tendering. A tender, with some exceptions, must be made by an 
agent or duly registered Saudi company or branch. A local address 
for notices is required. 
A bid requires a bond equal to 1% to 2% of contract value. The bid 
bond can be in the form of cash, a certified check, or a bank guarantee 
payable on demand. It is returned when the tender period expires. 
Performance Bonds. Except as indicated in the next paragraph, a 
successful bidder must post a performance bond equal to 5% of con-
tract value. The bond can be currency, a certified check, or a bank 
guarantee countersigned by a Saudi bank. It can also take the form of 
an insurance certificate issued by the head office of an insurance 
company that covers 25% of the contract value and is payable on first 
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call. On operation and maintenance contracts, the bond is reduced 
progressively. If the contract calls for an advance payment, which is 
normally the case, a further bond from a Saudi bank is required. 
Performance bonds are not required for consulting services, direct 
purchases, and purchases of spare parts or from joint ventures in 
which the Saudi partner's equity interest is at least 60%. On govern-
ment construction contracts, if the Saudi equity interest in the con-
tractor is at least 60% the final contract payment may be collected 
upon completion of the work, with no deposit required during the 
contract guarantee period, which is usually one year. 
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Labor Law and Social Insurance 
On November 15, 1969, the government issued Royal Decree M-21, 
which provides fairly comprehensive labor and social insurance 
legislation. 
4.01 Labor Law 
With minor exceptions, the law covers all workmen employed in the 
Kingdom under either written (in Arabic) or oral contracts. Key pro-
visions may be summarized as follows: 
Probation Periods. These probation periods are three months long for 
monthly-rated employees and one month for all others. 
Service Awards. On terminat ions service award shall be paid to all 
specified-term employees at the rate of half a month's salary for each 
of the first five years and one month's salary for each year thereafter. 
This applies to those terminated for reasons of military call, marriage, 
or childbirth. Service awards are paid to terminated unspecified-term 
employees as fol lows: 
• One-third of the specified-term award if the service period is 
between two and five years 
• Two-thirds of the specified-term award if the service period is more 
than five and less than ten years 
• Full specified-term award if the service period is more than ten 
years 
Working Hours. These are limited to eight hours per day or 48 hours 
per week, except in Ramadan where the limit is six hours per day or 
36 hours per week. 
Overtime. This is payable at 150% of the standard rate. 
Vacation Time. This benefit is 15 days after one year of service, 21 
days after three years of service. 
Holidays. These are prescribed by the Minister of Labor and cannot 
exceed ten days per year. 
Sick Leave. If the enterprise employs at least 20 persons, sick leave 
shall be paid at the full rate for 30 days and at 75% for the next 60 
days. Maternity leave of ten weeks is prescribed at half pay if the 
mother has been with the employer one year or more and at full pay if 
the service period is three years or more. 
Annual Reports. These reports must be fi led with the Labor Office, 
setting forth such details as names and rates of pay of employees, 
together with vacancy data and projected labor requirements for the 
succeeding year. 
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The number of Saudi workmen, assuming all required talents are 
available in the Saudi labor market, is to be no less than 75% of the 
total work force, and their aggregate wages are to be no less than 50% 
of the wages of the total work force. Employers of 100 or more work-
men shall train Saudi workmen if they constitute at least 5% of the 
total work force. 
Min imum Wage Levels. These are established by the Labor Office. 
Inspection. Inspectors from the Ministry of Labor have powers to in-
spect the premises and records of employers and to enforce the law. 
Penalties are specified. 
Other provisions of the law require employers to provide welfare 
plans and such items as safety devices. Where there are more than 
50 employees, the employer must establish a voluntary savings and 
thrift plan. If there are more than 500 employees, the employer shall 
provide appropriate shops, athletic facilities, schooling, etc. 
4.02 Social Insurance 
The regulations apply to all employees regardless of nationality, sex, 
age, or other factors, provided their work is performed in Saudi 
Arabia. Exempted are certain government employees, members of the 
armed forces, diplomatic personnel, domestic servants, foreign 
workers employed in Saudi Arabia for not more than one year (exempt 
from annuities contributions only). and employers with fewer than 
20 employees. Contributions are paid as fol lows: 
• Occupational hazards—2% of wages (including benefits in k ind)— 
not yet implemented 
• Annuities—8% of wages (including benefits in kind) payable by 
employer; 5% of wages (including benefits in kind) payable by 
employee 
Contributions are payable within 15 days after the end of the month 
in which the wage period ends. 
Month ly Annui ty . When an employee retires (minimum retirement 
age—60), a monthly annuity is paid computed at 2% of the average 
monthly wage for the last 24 months multiplied by the number of 
years of contribution. There are also provisions for disability and 
survivor annuities. 
Credi ts/ Informat ional Assistance. There is no exemption for for-
eign workers making comparable insurance payments in their home 
countries, but there may be circumstances where the local contribu-
tion may be treated as a foreign tax credit. 
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For both annuity and occupational-hazard purposes, compensation is 
defined to include: 
• Base wages 
• Cost-of-living allowances 
• Employer furnished housing (other than at a camp site) 
• Family allowances 
• Foreign service premiums 
Not includable as compensation are: 
• End of service premiums 
• One-time allowances paid prior to leaving home base 
• Automobile allowances 
• Contributions to benefit plans 
• Appliance allowances 
• Local transportation allowances 
• Home leave allowances 
• Educational allowances 
• Income tax protection payments 
• Social security taxes 
Various circulars issued by the General Social Insurance Organiza-
tion explain the forms, f i l ing requirements, computational bases, 
rounding of fractions, and other procedural matters. 
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Chapter 5 Saudi Arabia 
Accounting Principles and Practices 
5.01 The Profession 
At present, the accounting profession in Saudi Arabia is not repre-
sented by any national professional organization nor is it regulated to 
any great extent except as to licensing. The Accountants Regulation 
merely prescribes the conditions and procedures for licensing ac-
countants to practice and outlines the rules to be followed after li-
censing. The regulation also calls for the establishment of a Supreme 
Commission for Chartered Accounting to be charged with developing 
and elevating the standards of the professionals operating in Saudi 
Arabia. No such body has been established. 
Most practicing accountants have been educated and trained outside 
Saudi Arabia. The standards of accounting, reporting,and auditing 
vary according to the practices of the country of origin of the indi-
vidual accountant or f irm. Most standards are currently based on 
practices that are American, British, Egyptian, and Lebanese. 
5.02 Reporting Requirements 
The Ministry of Commerce requires all companies registered in ac-
cordance with the Companies Law (22.3.1385 A.H.) to file an annual 
report together with an auditor's opinion. Newer and larger enter-
prises have usually specified an annual audit in their bylaws, articles 
of association, or related documents. Any fiscal year is acceptable, 
provided that proper books and records are maintained and the taxing 
authorities have granted approval to use a fiscal year other than 
December 31. 
Annual audits are the general rule, since a company's income tax 
return must be accompanied by an accounting of its business activi-
ties in the Kingdom, which accounting has been audited by an ac-
countant that has been approved and licensed by the Ministry of 
Commerce. 
An auditor's opinion must be submitted on the letterhead of the 
licensed accountant. 
5.03 Books and Records 
There is no prescribed system of accounts or set of books. The books 
and records relating to local business activity should preferably be 
maintained in Saudi Arabia, and the tax authorities are exerting in-
creasing pressure to that end. The books and records should also be 
maintained in Arabic, and tax returns must be fi led in that language. 
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Chapter 6 Saudi Arabia 
Taxation and Customs Duties 
The original Saudi Arabian tax law is contained in Royal Decree 
No. 17 /2 /28 /3321 , dated 21.1.1370 A.H. (November 2, 1950). This 
decree has been considerably amended by later decrees, which are 
interpreted and explained in published ministerial decisions and cir-
culars. Two separate taxes are levied: the Zakat and the income tax. 
6.01 The Zakat 
Because it has no effect on foreign investors in Saudi Arabia, the 
Zakat is discussed only briefly here. The Zakat is a religious levy, 
charged in accordance with Islamic law, on Saudi individuals, wholly 
Saudi-owned companies, and the Saudi share of profits of companies 
owned jointly with foreigners. For this purpose, subjects of Kuwait, 
Bahrain, and Qatar are treated as Saudis. 
The Zakat is levied on capital and earnings therefrom; all proceeds, 
profits and gains from business, industry or personal work;and 
property or monetary acquisitions of whatever kind or description, 
including commercial and financial transactions and dividends, live-
stock, and crops. However, assets not held for resale are exempt. 
Those subject to the Zakat, who are engaged in industrial or commer-
cial activities, are required to keep proper accounting records from 
which their liability may be assessed. Others are assessed on an 
estimated basis. The rate of the Zakat is 2.5% on income and prop-
erty. Half of this is paid to the Department of Zakat and Income Tax, 
and the other half is distributed to the poor by the taxpayer. 
6.02 Income Tax 
An income tax is levied on the income of non-Saudi individuals, on the 
profits of non-Saudi companies doing business within the country, 
and on the shares of profits of non-Saudi shareholders in Saudi com-
panies or joint ventures. Since 1975, the income tax has not extended 
to income from individual employment. In all other respects, the tax 
applies to both individuals and companies and is levied on an annual 
basis at graduated rates. As discussed below, income subject to 
Saudi tax is broadly defined (6.04). Special rules apply to oil compa-
nies and are not further discussed herein. 
Tax Year. The Royal Decrees do not designate a particular period as 
the tax year. A taxpayer may adopt the fiscal year of its choice pro-
vided approval has been obtained and accurate books and accounts 
are maintained. 
Generally, the tax year begins on the date when a company or indi-
vidual commences business in the Kingdom. The taxpayer may adopt 
an initial tax year that is either shorter or longer than 12 months 
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(up to a maximum of 18 months). In the case of a shorter period, the 
income realized is not adjusted, but treated as the income of a full 
tax year. For a longer period, profits are divided by the number of 
months in the period and the result multiplied by 12. Tax is calculated 
on this amount at normal rates, divided by 12, and then multiplied 
by the number of months in the long accounting period to arrive at the 
final tax due, which is payable within 2½ months from the year-end 
of the longer period. 
Upon cessation of business for any reason, the taxpayer must notify 
the Department of Zakat and Income Tax within 60 days and submit a 
return for the period up to the date of cessation. The income shown 
on the return wi l l be regarded as income of the last tax year. The rules 
for the computation of tax for long and short periods are set forth 
in Circular No. 8 of 4.11.1381 A.H. (1962). 
If approval is obtained for a change of accounting period, the taxpayer 
must submit a return for the last approved period prior to the change 
and pay the normally determined tax due. It wil l then be necessary to 
produce a return covering the short period from the day following the 
previous accounting period to the day preceding the first day of the 
new fiscal year. Tax at the normal rates on the profits for that period 
wil l be payable as a provisional liability. A further return must then 
be fi led, covering the whole of what was previously the approved tax 
year. The tax on the profits for the full period wil l be apportioned 
between the short accounting period and the rest of that year accord-
ing to the profits earned in each period. If this results in a higher tax 
liability for the short period, the excess must be paid. If it results in a 
lower tax liability, the amount already paid as a result of the short-
period return wil l be the final liability (i.e., no refund wi l l be made). 
6.03 Income Subject to Tax 
According to Royal Decree No. 1 7 / 2 / 2 8 / 5 7 6 of 14.3.1376 A.H. 
(October 9, 1956), those company profits subject to corporation 
tax are: 
(1) The net profits realized by any non-Saudi company operating 
only in Saudi Arabia or operating both inside and outside Saudi 
Arabia at any one time 
(2) The earnings applicable to non-Saudi shareholders in the net 
profits of Saudi companies 
(3) The earnings applicable to non-Saudi silent partners in partner-
ships 
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Non-Saudi individuals are subject to tax on income from capital in-
vestment, which is defined as all net proceeds or profits obtained 
from: 
• Any business in which the taxpayer has invested movable or immov-
able capital 
• Buying and selling goods of all kinds and descriptions 
• Products from land 
• Exchange of money 
• Hiring or letting of any movable or immovable property—including 
animals, transport vehicles, ships, and other means of transporta-
tion and of machinery and equipment 
Profits realized by non-Saudi partners in general partnerships are 
considered income or profit from capital investment. Tax is computed 
in the same way as for a company, but at different rates (Tax Rates). 
Other Taxable Income. Additional items to be included in determin-
ing final tax liability are: 
• 15% of any interest paid by the reporting entity in Saudi Arabia to a 
non-Saudi bank or other financial institution, parent, or home office 
• 15% of any insurance premiums paid by the reporting entity in Saudi 
Arabia to a non-Saudi insurance company or agent for insurance 
coverage on assets or personnel in Saudi Arabia 
• 15% of any lease payments made by the reporting entity in Saudi 
Arabia to a non-Saudi lessor that relate to facilities located in 
Saudi Arabia 
Separate tax computations, at the graduated tax rates, are made for 
each non-Saudi company to whom payments are made. The tax so 
determined is then added to the income tax determined based upon 
normally derived taxable income to arrive at the total tax liability. 
Deductions and Exemptions. In general, permissible deductions 
from gross income to arrive at net income subject to tax include the 
fol lowing: 
• Ordinary and necessary business expenses, such as rents, salaries, 
etc. 
• Traveling expenses incurred for business purposes 
• Reasonable amounts for depreciation on properties and assets used 
in the business 
• Losses suffered during the year and not otherwise compensated for 
by insurance 
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• Royalties and shares of profit due the government in connection 
with concessions and franchises 
Loss Carryforward and Carryback. There are no provisions for the 
carryforward or carryback of losses against profits of other years. 
Depreciation of Assets. Straight-line rates for depreciation of assets 
have been established, some of which are: 
Higher rates for depreciation may be used after permission has been 
obtained. 
Home Off ice Overhead. Special rules prevent foreign companies 
from charging out-of-Kingdom, home-office overhead expenses 
against profits earned within the Kingdom. These are contained in 
Circular No. 3 of 1389 A.H., issued by the Department of Zakat and 
Income Tax. The circular first states that the following principles 
must be applied to determine whether expenses are deductible: 
(1) The costs must be real costs that have actually been incurred. 
Costs include cash expenses, relinquished rights, and losses suffered 
by the company, such as debts incurred but not settled within the year 
as well as depreciation of assets and obsolescence of inventories. 
(2) The costs must not be offset by an increase in the value of fixed 
assets or inventories or by a reduction in liabilities. 
(3) The costs must be incurred for the purpose of recovering profits. 
(4) The profits referred to in (3), above, must be subject to tax. 
The circular goes on to point out that companies have been charging 
large amounts under the heading of "overhead expenses" against 
their income earned within Saudi Arabia. These overhead expenses 
represent a portion of the costs incurred by the foreign head office. 
Buildings 
Office furniture 
Office equipment 
Aircraft 
Boats 
Cars and trucks 
Most types of plant and machinery 
Small tools 
7 . 5 - 1 2 . 5 
20.0 
3.0 
10.0 
15.0 
15.0 
5.0 
25.0 
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As a result, the information in the circular directs that: 
(1) No taxpayer may deduct from his Saudi Arabia-source income any 
part of the administrative (overhead) expenses of an overseas head 
office, since his profits from a source within the Kingdom should only 
be affected by costs directly related thereto. 
(2) Technical expenses incurred abroad by the head office or other 
offices that contribute directly to the earning of profits within the 
Kingdom may be deducted if a detailed and accurate statement of 
such expenses is provided, which gives details of the nature of the 
work or service performed, when it was performed, the recipients of 
payments, and documents supporting the payments. 
(3) Overhead expenses, as referred to above, include all expenditures 
by banks, financial institutions engaged in banking and securities 
trading as well as their branches, insurance and reinsurance com-
panies as well as their branches or agencies, and all firms and estab-
lishments whose business activities are confined to the purchase and 
sale of goods, imports and exports, or brokerage relating to these 
activities. The administrative work and services for which no deduc-
tion is permitted include, in these cases, publicity, supervision, 
guidance, and instruction performed by the head office on behalf of 
the branch, agency, or representative. 
(4) The technical expenses referred to above are expenses related to 
the execution of engineering works of any kind, in addition to chem-
ical, geological, or industrial works and research. 
These provisions do not apply to shipping and airline companies, for 
which estimates of deductible expenses are arrived at on a case-by-
case basis. 
Special rules apply to deductions of expenses by branches of insur-
ance companies. Branches of life insurance companies may deduct 
overhead technical expenses up to 15% of premiums collected during 
the year. Deductible expenses in connection with new and renewal 
contracts are limited to 70% and 7% of the premiums, respectively. 
Branches of other types of insurance companies are taxed based on 
the relationship of Saudi premiums to total premiums. 
6.04 Taxation of Supply Activi t ies 
If a foreign company merely exports goods to Saudi Arabia, f.o.b. a 
foreign or Saudi port, there is no liability to Saudi tax. If a foreign 
company operates in Saudi Arabia (i .e., branch or interest in a joint 
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venture), all the profits attributable to the foreign company's interest 
in such operations wil l be subject to tax. Problems arise when a for-
eign company conducts activities that involve work performed both 
within and outside the Kingdom (i.e., supply, installation and trans-
portation). Circular No. 2 of 1389 A.H., issued by the Department of 
Zakat and Income Tax, gives the rules for the taxation of supply 
activities. A translation of the more pertinent portions of the text 
fol lows: 
• With reference to Articles 1, 2, and 13 of the Income Tax Decree 
(No. 3321 of 1370 A.H.), as amended by Decree No. 576 of 
1376 A.H., regarding the application of income tax in cases where 
income is derived from local sources in the Kingdom or from joint 
operations inside and outside the Kingdom . . . 
• And with reference to the instructions of H.R.H., the Minister of 
Finance and National Economy, in his letter No. 9 0 6 / 4 / 1 regarding 
contracts between government departments and companies en-
gaged in production and exporting in addition to the execution of 
works in the Kingdom . . . 
• And in order to facilitate the application of the rules and regulations, 
mentioned in the Income Tax Decree and in the above letters, the 
following is to be applied: 
(A) Operations involving supply only (including delivery in the 
Kingdom) wi l l not be subject to income tax, irrespective of whether 
the contract was signed inside or outside the Kingdom, because no 
part of the work specified in the contract is carried out by the com-
pany concerned in the Kingdom. The regulations state that tax is due 
on profits derived from carrying on business in the Kingdom. 
(B) In the case of a contract involving supply, assembly, installation 
and maintenance, the net profit wil l be subject to tax and the contract-
ing company wil l have to submit accounts to the Income Tax Depart-
ment giving details of the amount of imported material, the cost of 
shipment, insurance, and other expenses in order that tax may be 
assessed on profits from the company's activities within the 
Kingdom. 
(C) For income tax purposes, the meaning of "carrying on business" 
in paragraph A, above, is defined as follows: 
(1) A company shall be deemed to carry on business in the Kingdom 
(and, thus, be subject to income tax) if it signs a contract to supply 
material and deliver it anywhere inside the Kingdom (e.g., Riyadh). 
The reason for this is that the mere operation of transporting goods 
from the port of arrival to the place of delivery is considered to be 
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carrying on business in the Kingdom. The company wil l have to sub-
mit accounts covering its activities in the Kingdom, including details 
of the value of imported goods, cost of shipment or other transport 
outside and inside, cost of insurance, as well as all other expenses, 
and must pay tax (within the time limit fixed by law) on profits 
derived from carrying on business in the Kingdom. 
(2) A company shall not be deemed to be carrying on business in the 
Kingdom (and no tax is due from it) if it signs a contract for the 
supply of goods under which: 
(a) It has no obligation under the contract to transport goods within 
the Kingdom (e.g., where the goods are supplied f.o.b./c.i . f .). 
(b) No other activities are carried on by the company in the Kingdom. 
Applicat ion of Rules and Regulations. The following should be 
borne in mind in connection with the application of the rules and 
regulations set out above: 
(1) Whether profits arising from an operation of supply (or of supply 
and delivery) are free from tax depends on whether the activities of 
"the company, as defined by the contracture deemed not to consti-
tute carrying on business in the Kingdom (as explained in detail in 
paragraphs B and C,above). Otherwise, profits derived from the 
operation wil l be subject to tax. 
(2) It is necessary to make a detailed study of the contents of each 
contract and to take into account additional information provided by 
either of the two contracting parties (government and company). 
(3) Queries regarding the contents of this circular or difficulties aris-
ing in its application should be submitted to this Directorate-General 
for advice on the procedure to be applied. It may well be that the 
circumstances of each case wil l require operations that are basically 
similar, but wil l be treated differently for income tax purposes. 
Circular 2 is the official interpretation of the territoriality of Saudi 
tax. In practice, tax wil l not be levied on a company that sells goods 
to Saudi Arabia as long as delivery is to a port and not to an inland 
location. The text of Circular 2, Item A, could lead one to believe that 
it is possible for the goods to remain free of tax where delivery is 
made within the Kingdom. The risk involved with such an interpreta-
tion is eliminated by delivery of goods f.o.b. a Saudi port. 
In the case of contracts involving the sale of materials and services 
where the services are to be provided inside Saudi Arabia, it is highly 
desirable to separate the materials portion (with values to be deter-
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mined on an arm's-length basis) into one contract on terms that wil l 
obviate tax liability and cover the services portion in a separate con-
tract. If possible, the contracts should be with different subsidiaries 
of the contracting group. If, in addition to sale of materials and supply 
of services within Saudi Arabia, the contractor is to supply services 
outside the Kingdom, a third contract should be executed to cover 
these outside services, which services would not be taxable in 
Saudi Arabia. 
6.05 Double Taxation Treaties 
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has not concluded any double taxation 
treaties with other countries. 
6.06 Tax Rates (Non-Saudi) 
Individuals. Individual income tax rates applicable to non-Saudi indi-
viduals and non-Saudi partners in a Saudi partnership are: 
Income Tax Rate (%) 
First SR16,000 
(less personal exemption—SR6,000 for entire year) 5 
Next SR20,000 10 
Next SR30,000 20 
Remainder 30 
Companies. The rates of tax charged on the profits of companies are: 
Income Tax Rate (%) 
First SR100,000 25 
Next SR400,000 35 
Next SR500,000 40 
Remainder 45 
Economic development projects that have been approved under the 
Foreign Capital Investment Code that have at least 25% Saudi par-
ticipation are entitled to a five- or ten-year tax holiday (2.01 and 
3.01). 
6.07 Returns, Assessments, and Payment of Tax 
Companies are required to fi le tax returns on or before the 15th day 
of the third month after the end of the period covered. Payment of tax 
must be made at that time, even if a company has applied for and has 
been granted an extension of time to fi le. 
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Extensions of up to four months may be granted by the Director 
General of the Department of Zakat and Income Tax. The tax paid at 
the normal due date must be accompanied by an abbreviated return 
and, if the final return results in additional tax payable of more than 
10% of the tax originally paid, a penalty is levied. 
The penalties for late payment of tax are 10% if the payment is not 
more than 15 days late, and 25% if it is more than 15 days late. A 
25% penalty is levied for fraudulent inaccuracies in a return, and an 
equal penalty is imposed on the person responsible for the inac-
curacy. In addition, any merchant, business or professional man, or 
any company refusing to pay tax on the due dates, or anyone who 
tries to evade or assists in attempts to evade tax, may be prohibited, 
temporarily or permanently, from doing business in Saudi Arabia. 
Furthermore, guilty parties may be prevented from leaving the coun-
try and from transferring funds abroad. 
6.08 Consolidated Income Tax Reporting 
A company should include all of its business activities in its return. 
The tax authorities require consolidated reporting of similar activities 
where common control exists. 
Documents To Accompany Tax Return. The following documents 
and data must accompany the return: 
• Statement of accounts covering the taxpayer's activities within the 
Kingdom for the period, such accounts having been audited by an 
accountant approved and licensed by the Ministry of Commerce 
• Detailed schedule showing the computation of depreciation 
• Detailed schedule of salaries and allowances paid to employees 
• Analysis of gross income 
• Detailed analysis of expenses 
• Detailed analysis of payments to subcontractors, indicating the 
recipients and amounts of tax deducted from payments made where 
the subcontractor's establishment is situated outside the Kingdom 
• Details of interest, commissions, and insurance premiums paid* 
• Details of payments made under lease agreements* 
• Details of expenses incurred outside the Kingdom 
*Tax is levied on a specified percentage of such payments to payees with no branch or agent in the 
Kingdom (6.04). 
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Supporting Documents. Supporting documents must be available for 
all expenses. Accounts, tax returns, and supporting schedules must 
be translated into Arabic. Failure to meet this requirement wil l result 
in a fine. 
The Department of Zakat and Income Tax examines the returns sub-
mitted and the tax paid, either by examining the supporting docu-
ments accompanying the return or by investigating and auditing the 
taxpayer's books and accounts. If, upon audit, it is determined that 
the accounts are properly maintained, the tax liability shown on the 
return wil l be accepted. If the accounts are deemed to be inaccurate 
or incomplete, assessment wil l be made on the basis of an estimated 
profit. The estimated profit wil l be no less than 15% of gross income 
and may be considerably higher. 
When a Saudi ministry, government department, public corporation 
or the like concludes a contract, it must supply a copy of the contract 
to the Department of Zakat and Income Tax and withhold payment of 
the last instalment of the contract price until the contractor produces 
evidence that all tax liabilities have been settled. 
Appeal . A taxpayer who disputes the tax assessed for any period may 
appeal to the Department of Zakat and Income Tax. The appeal must 
be fi led within seven days, but the tax assessed must still be paid 
within two days of the expiration of the seven-day period to avoid 
penalties. 
The Department of Zakat and Income Tax refers appeals to the First 
Instance Committee, which consists of the Emir of the region or his 
delegate, the finance officer of the region, a member of the adminis-
trative council, and a member of the municipality. This committee 
has the right to summon the taxpayer or his legal representative and 
to call for such books and accounts as are required. It must arrive at a 
decision within 15 days. If the committee finds in favor of the tax-
payers refund is made. 
If either the taxpayer or the Department of Zakat and Income Tax is 
dissatisfied with the decis ions further appeal may be lodged within 
15 days. This second appeal is to a Committee of Appeal headed by 
the Minister of Finance or his delegate. This committee must make a 
determination within one month from the date the appeal is received. 
The appeal procedure cannot be used to delay tax payments. In all 
cases, payment of the tax assessed must be made, and an appeal wi l l 
not be considered unless a certified copy of the tax receipt is 
produced. 
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Important Decrees and Circulars. The principal government decrees 
and circulars concerned with taxation are the following: 
• Royal Decree No. 1 7 / 2 / 2 8 / 3 3 2 1 — T h e original tax law 
• Royal Decree No. 17 /2 /28 /576—Amendment of original tax law 
• Ministerial Resolution No. 340—Income tax instructions 
• Circular No. 2 of 1389 A.H—Extent to which import operations are 
subject to tax 
• Circular No. 3 of 1389 A.H.—Nondeduction of indirect expenses 
• Circular No.3 of 1395 A.H.—Abolit ion of tax on personal incomes of 
foreign individuals 
6.09 Customs Duties 
There are no free ports or customs-free warehouses in Saudi Arabia. 
All goods brought into the country must be cleared by a customs 
agent, and nothing wil l be cleared until the applicable duty, if any, 
has been paid. If an importer defaults in payment of duty, the customs 
authorities are entitled to sell the goods and retain a portion of the 
sale proceeds as duty. 
Goods are evaluated for duty purposes on the basis of actual price 
paid, or price agreed to be paid, in the currency of the exporting 
country. The price is that of the imports packed and ready for ship-
ment at the point of export, plus insurance and freight charges. The 
value is translated from foreign to Saudi Arabian currency at the time 
of acceptance of the bill of entry and the customs declaration. 
Many goods are exempt from customs; on others, the duty ranges 
from 5 to 20%. The following selected list shows applicable duties: 
Livestock (except pork), including 
chickens and pets exempt 
Meat of all animals (except pork) 
and poultry: 
Fresh exempt 
Frozen 5-10% 
Fish 
Fresh exempt 
mainly 10% Frozen 
Dairy products, including butter, 
shortening, cheese mainly exempt 
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Honey 
Vegetables 
Seeds 
Fruits 
Tea and spices 
Cereals 
Flour 
Raw materials 
Oils (animal and vegetable) 
Sugar 
Candies 
Preparations of cereals 
Preparations of fruits and vegetables 
—t inned 
Tobacco 
Cigarettes 
Cigars 
Minerals 
Chemicals 
Medicines and pharmaceutical 
preparations 
Fertilizers 
Perfumes, cosmetics, candles, soap 
Fireworks, matches 
Photographic products 
Hides 
Raw 
Manufactured 
Lumber—raw 
Wooden furniture 
Books and periodicals 
Rugs 
Readymade clothes 
Electrical appliances for domestic use 
Generators, motors, transformers 
Vehicles (may be 3% ad valorem) 
Vehicles for agricultural purposes 
10% 
mainly 5% 
exempt 
mainly exempt 
mainly 10% 
exempt 
exempt 
mainly exempt 
mainly exempt 
mainly exempt 
20% 
10% 
10% 
SR 1 per kg. 
SR 5 per 1,000 units 
SR 8 per box 
exempt 
exempt 
exempt 
exempt 
10% 
10% 
10% 
exempt 
10% 
exempt 
10% or 20% 
exempt 
mainly 10% 
10% 
10% 
exempt 
5%, 10%, 15% 
exempt 
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Construction materials and equipment temporarily imported for use 
in Saudi Arabia are subject to duty based on the estimated value as 
shown on proper invoices furnished by the importer. The duty paid is 
considered a deposit, which is refundable in full upon presentation of 
satisfactory proof that the equipment or materials have been removed 
from Saudi Arabia. 
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Boycott Considerations 
General. Saudi Arabia, like many other Arab countries, has banned all 
financial and commercial transactions with Israel. More specifically, 
the Saudi Arabian boycott law provides that: 
(1) Any Saudi Arabian natural or resident persons shall be prohibited 
from entering into an agreement of any kind, directly or indirectly, 
with business enterprises or persons residing in Israel or with persons 
of Israeli nationality. 
(2) All Israeli products of any kind, as well as Israeli securities and 
currency, are prohibited from entering Saudi Arabia. 
(3) No commercial or financial transaction may be made with any 
foreign f i rm that has equity in an Israeli enterprise or that carries on 
business with any such f irm as a joint venture or for the reexport of 
Israeli goods. 
The Tax Reform Act of 1976, as enacted by the U.S. Congress, con-
tained provisions designed to penalize participation in an interna-
tional boycott and established requirements for taxpayers doing 
business in or having operations related to a boycotting country to 
file reports with the U.S. Treasury Department. These reporting 
requirements and tax penalties are outlined at 7.01 and 7.02. 
U.S. persons engaged in business with or in Saudi Arabia should also 
be aware of the antiboycott provisions of the Export Administration 
Act. Under certain conditions, further reports may have to be fi led 
with the Department of Commerce. Also, this Act prohibits certain 
activities, including the furnishing of information, on the part of U.S. 
persons engaged in interstate or foreign commerce of the United 
States, in support of restricted trade practices or boycotts against 
friendly countries. In addition, some states have enacted legislation 
restricting persons doing business in those states from participating 
in international boycotts. 
7.01 U.S. Reporting Requirements 
For purposes of international boycott reporting, under the Tax Reform 
Act of 1976, a "person" is defined as an individual, trust, estate, 
partnership, association, or corporation. The term "operations" in-
cludes all forms of business or commercial activity, such as selling, 
purchasing, banking, as well as financing, extracting, processing, 
manufacturing, production, construction, transportation and ancillary 
activities. It also includes the performance of services, whether or not 
ancillary to other activities. 
Operations are considered "related t o " Saudi Arabia if they are 
carried on outside Saudi Arabia for the government, a company, or a 
national of that country. Such operations also include those carried 
on outside Saudi Arabia for the governments company, or a national 
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of any country if the operating person knows or has reason to know 
that a specific product or service is intended for use in Saudi Arabia 
or by a company or national of Saudi Arabia. 
A person must file a boycott report if it has operations in or related to 
Saudi Arabia, or if any such operations are carried out by another 
member of its controlled corporate group or by a partnership or cer-
tain foreign corporations in which it has an interest. However, non-
U.S. persons having operations in or with Saudi Arabia must file a 
boycott report only if they claim foreign tax credits in the United 
States or own stock in a U.S. "domestic international sales corpora-
t ion" (DISC). 
The reporting requirements are satisfied by fi l ing two copies of In-
ternal Revenue Service Form 5713,"International Boycott Report 
Form." One copy is fi led with the U.S. income tax return. The other is 
sent to the Internal Revenue Service Center, Philadelphia, PA 19155. 
Wil l fu l failure to file the report can result in a fine of up to $25,000 
or imprisonment for up to one year, or both. 
The report must be filed as long as a person has operations in or re-
lated to Saudi Arabia, regardless of whether there is participation in 
or cooperation with a boycott. 
Exception. An exception to the reporting requirements arises when 
an operation involves only incidental contacts between a U.S. tax-
payer and a government or business enterprise of a boycotting coun-
try. To be exempted from the reporting requirements as " incidental ," 
an operation must have all of the following characteristics: 
• The operation occurs outside of any boycotting countries. 
• The goods, funds or services connected with the operation are not 
from, produced in or intended to be used in a boycotting country. 
• There are no agreements, and no requests for agreements, that 
would constitute participation in or cooperation with an interna-
tional boycott. 
• The value of goods, funds or services involved in the operation 
does not exceed $5,000. 
7.02 U.S. Tax Penalties 
The Tax Reform Act imposes a penalty for participation in or coopera-
tion with an international boycott by restricting or eliminating certain 
benefits or rights that would otherwise be available. In general, a per-
son participates in or cooperates with an international boycott by 
agreeing to do any of the following as a condition of doing business 
(directly or indirectly) within a country, or as a condition of doing 
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business with the government, companies, or nationals of that 
country: 
• Refrain from doing business with or in the country that is the object 
of the boycott or with that country's government, companies, or 
nationals 
• Refrain from doing business with a U.S. person who does business 
in a boycotted country, or with its government, companies, or 
nationals 
• Refrain from doing business with any company whose ownership or 
management is made up (wholly or partially) of members of a 
particular nationality, race, or religion 
• Remove or refrain from selecting corporate directors of a particular 
nationality, race, or religion 
• Refrain from employing individuals of a particular nationality, race, 
or religion 
A person also participates in a boycott by agreeing—as a condition of 
a sale to the government, or to a company, or to a national of a coun-
t ry—to refrain from shipping or insuring the goods sold with persons 
not observing the boycott. 
Three distinct penalties are imposed: (1) loss of foreign tax credits, 
(2) loss of deferral of U.S. tax on a U.S.-controlled foreign corpora-
tion's unrepatriated earnings, and (3) loss of DISC deferral. 
A corporate taxpayer that does not participate in or cooperate with an 
international boycott may still be subject to the tax penalties if it is a 
member of a controlled group and another member of that group 
participates in or cooperates with an international boycott. 
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Guidelines for Working in Saudi Arabia 
The following suggestions may be helpful to the businessman who is 
planning to undertake a venture or establish an operation in Saudi 
Arabia. 
8.01 Practices and Performance 
Physical Presence. Wherever possible, attempt to establish a physi-
cal presence in the country other than through your agent. Arrange 
with the agent to provide telex facilities, secretarial help, office 
space, and other services for your representative on his premises. 
Relying solely on frequent visits from abroad is just not effective ; 
personal, face-to-face dealing on a continuing basis is best. Register 
your company with the Ministry of Commerce. 
Business Methods. Study the business philosophy and methods of 
your potential customer or customers. Talk to people who have dealt 
with them; visit your embassy; call on your country's Department of 
Commerce, Chamber of Commerce, or industry federation with 
responsibility for Saudi Arabia; and visit your banker. 
Follow-up. You should fol low up consistently on the status of your 
bids, proposals, and offers. 
Financial Obligations. Verify that your company's financial struc-
ture can sustain the financial obligations of doing business in Saudi 
Arabia. You must take into consideration all the obligations of your 
contract from start to finish as well as related financial burdens, e.g., 
bid-bond requirements, performance-bond requirements, advance-
payment guarantees, delays in collecting billings, and the high front-
end cost of securing business. 
Contracts. Your contract should clearly define the products or ser-
vices to be provided so as to preclude future controversy and provide 
a basis to support charges for products or services requested beyond 
the scope of the original contract. A handshake in good faith is no 
substitute for a businesslike, clear, and concise contract. 
Logistical Support. Make certain that the contract with your agent 
requires the provision of adequate administrative and logistical sup-
port in securing such things as visas, hotel reservations, introduc-
tions, and local labor. 
Accounting System. Your home-office accounting system should be 
capable of identifying home-office costs related to your contract. If 
such costs are not properly identified, they wil l not be deductible in 
Saudi Arabia for tax purposes. 
Bui lding Confidence. Be sure that your first delivery of a product or 
service is timely and of high quality. Repeat business wil l not fol low 
otherwise. Building confidence takes time, and bad news travels fast 
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Performance Record. Remember: Saudi Arabia, today, is not what it 
was even two or three years ago. A settling-in has taken place, and 
decision making is handled on a uniform basis. Competition is strong 
and you must do a good job of selling yourself and your product. The 
buyer is very cost conscious; quality and price are becoming increas-
ingly important in relation to speed of delivery. To start, your creden-
tials are crit ical; to continue, a good performance record is vital. 
8.02 Personnel 
Selection. Choose senior staff who are resilient, inventive, and able 
to establish meaningful personal relationships with your business 
partner and customers. 
Advise your senior expatriate managers that they wi l l spend a con-
siderable portion of their time on personnel and administrative 
matters. 
Turnover. Be certain that you have sufficient depth of talent to re-
place personnel. Turnover can be extremely high. Higher-level per-
sonnel should not be rotated before successors have been on location 
for an adequate period of time. 
Compensation. Employee compensation packages should be made 
as attractive as possible. More than the usual once-a-year vacation is 
indicated, and the needs of wives and children should receive every 
consideration. 
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Data Required for Prequalification of 
Construction Contractors 
1. Date 
2. Name of f i rm 
3. Head office address 
4. Cable address 
5. Telephone numbers 
6. Branch offices 
7. Year established 
8. Nationality of f i rm 
9. Firm is an individual, a partnership, or a corporation 
10. Firm is a subsidiary, one of a group, or one of a joint venture 
11. Name, address, connections, and description of other companies 
involved with the f i rm 
12. Firm is a prime contractor or subcontractor 
13. Construction capabilities, in order of most experience 
14. Work usually given to subcontractors 
15. Approval of international funding organization 
16. Net worth of f irm (U.S.$) 
17. Working capital (U.S.$) 
18. Bank credit limits 
19. Bank references 
20. Average yearly volume of turnover for last five years 
21. Ten-year average number of technical personnel in the following 
categories: 
(a) Principals (g) Electrical engineers 
(b) Administrative and fiscal (h) Site inspectors 
(c) Highway engineers (i) Materials inspectors 
(d) Bridge engineers (j) Field surveyors 
(e) Materials engineers (k) Quantity surveyors 
(f) Mechanical engineers (I) Other key personnel 
22. Organization chart of the f i rm 
(continued) 
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23. Personal history statement for each employee in the key technical 
categories, above, including: 
(a) Name (e) Year degree obtained 
(b) Position (f) Languages spoken 
(c) Date of birth (g) Countries of work 
(d) Degree, if any (h) Description of experience 
24. Experience record of f i rm showing each construction project in 
last ten years or life of f i rm, including the following for each 
project: 
(a) Project name (h) Total project cost (U.S.$) 
(b) Location (i) Portions subcontracted (U.S .$) 
(c) Earthwork length (j) Starting date 
(d) Combined base length (k) Completion date 
(e) Combined pavement length (I) Average annual cost 
(f) Bridge length (m) Names of clients 
(g) Other work 
25. Construction equipment currently owned by f i rm, including: 
(a) Number of units (d) Size of units 
(b) Names of units (e) Model numbers 
(c) Makes of units (f) Year of manufacture 
26. Construction equipment usually rented by f irm, including infor-
mation in Section 25, above. 
27. Performance record for last ten years, showing if f i rm was: 
(a) Awarded all contracts where f irm's bid was lowest 
(b) Awarded some contracts without lowest bid price 
(c) Denied contract award when firm's bid price was lowest 
(d) Denied credit, bond, or bank guarantee 
(e) Required to terminate contract for default 
(f) Unable to complete awarded work 
(g) Penalized for failure to meet completion date 
(h) Litigation against client 
(i) Was defendant in claims or court action against f irm 
(j) Copy of latest balance sheet 
(continued) 
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28. Other pertinent information not covered above 
29. Brochures of f irm and other descriptive data 
30. Certification of validity of data submitted 
31. Authorization for recipient of above data to verify it 
Note: Contractors wil l be required to submit the following with 
their tenders: 
(a) Plan of operation to be used on project 
(b) List of owned equipment to be used on project 
(c) List of rented equipment 
(d) Detailed financial statement 
(e) Bank references 
(f) Validated credit limits 
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Foreign Capital Investment Code, 1979 
The following is the full text of the Foreign Capital Investment Code 
issued under Royal Decree No. M / 4 on 2.2.1399 A.H. (January 1, 
1979).* This code supersedes and cancels the one issued under 
Royal Decree No.35 of 11.10.1383 A.H. (February 25, 1964). 
Art ic le 1.The term "foreign capital" in this code shall be taken to 
apply to money,funds, bonds, securities, machinery, equipment, 
spare parts, raw materials, products, means of transport, rights such 
as patent rights, trade marks, and such value when owned by,a natural 
person who does not enjoy Saudi Arabian nationality or a corporate 
person whose equity owners are not all of Saudi Arabian nationality. 
Ar t i c le2 . Without prejudice to the provisions of other regulations in 
force, foreign capital investment shall be subject to the license to be 
issued by a Ministry of Industry and Electricity resolution on the 
recommendation of the foreign capital investment committee, once it 
fulf i ls the following two conditions: 
• it shall be invested in economic development projects, which under 
this code do not include petroleum and mineral projects; 
• it shall be accompanied by foreign technical know-how. 
Art ic le 3. Development projects shall be defined by a resolution is-
sued by the Minister of Industry and Electricity on the proposal of the 
investment committee within the framework of the development plan. 
Art ic le 4. A special committee concerned with the investment of for-
eign capital shall be set up at the Ministry of Industry and Electricity. 
It shall be formed as follows: 
• The Deputy Minister of Industry and Electricity, or his designated 
representative, as chairman 
• a representative of the Planning Ministry 
• a representative of the Finance and NationaI Economy Ministry 
• a representative of the Ministry of Agriculture and Water 
• a representative of the Ministry of Petroleum and Minerals 
• a representative of the Commerce Ministry 
The rank of each of the above mentioned representatives shall be not 
less than the tenth grade. The head of the investment bureau at the 
Ministry of Industry and Electricity shall function as the committee 
secretary-general. The Minister of Industry and Electricity shall ap-
point a legal counsellor for the committee. The committee may hear 
the viewpoint of any expert, provided he is not given a vote in the 
'Source: Saudi Economic Survey, Jeddah 
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adoption of resolutions. The committee can meet with a quorum of 
four members, including the chairman. The committee's deliberations 
shall be conducted in camera and decisions shall be taken by a major-
ity vote. In case of a tie vote, the chairman wi l l have the casting vote. 
The committee's resolutions shall not be final until approved by the 
Minister of Industry and Electricity. 
Art ic le 5.The duty of the committee referred to in the above Article 4 
shall be the fol lowing: 
• propose economic development projects; 
• look into investment applications; 
• examine complaints submitted by foreign investors or other compe-
tent parties or disputes arising from application of this code, and 
forward its recommendations thereon to competent quarters; 
• recommend penalties which it deems should be imposed against any 
establishment which violates the provisions of this code; 
• consider legislation and draft bylaws for the implementation of this 
code. 
Art ic le 6. The foreign capital investment bureau at the Ministry of 
Industry and Electricity shall provide all the necessary information, 
explanations, and statistics which may be requested by anyone wish-
ing to invest foreign capital in the Kingdom. The said bureau shall 
also do all the paperwork required when foreign capital investment 
is licensed to operate in the Kingdom. The Foreign and Interior 
Ministries shall grant licensed investors and their officers and em-
ployees entry and exit visas and residence permits. 
Art ic le 7. Foreign capital which has fulf i l led the conditions provided 
for in this code shall be entitled to the following privileges: 
• All privileges enjoyed by national capital in accordance with the 
regulations for protection and encouragement of national industries 
as far as industrial ventures are concerned; 
• An industrial or agricultural project in which foreign capital is 
invested shall be exempt from income and corporate tax for a period 
of 10 years. Other projects shall be exempted from these taxes for 
a period of five years. 
Projects enjoying exemption when this code goes into effect shall 
benefit from the exemption clause in this paragraph. The exemption 
shall be subject to the participation of national capital in the project 
with no less than 25 per cent of the total capital. This percentage 
shall be maintained throughout the exemption period. The exemp-
tion period shall commence from the date on which production 
(continued) 
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starts. The Council of Ministers (cabinet) may amend this 
paragraph; 
• Acquisition of real estate in accordance with the regulations for 
non-Saudis taking possession of real estate. 
Art ic le 8. Without prejudice to the provisions of this code, projects 
enjoying privileges under this code shall be subject to the regulations 
for workmen and social insurance and other laws and regulations 
in force in the Kingdom. 
Art ic le 9. The provisions of this code shall not apply to projects in 
which foreign capital is invested in the following cases: 
• If the projects had already existed before the enforcement of this 
code. If, however, they continue to function or increase their capital, 
they shall henceforth be subject to the provisions of this code; 
• If the projects were licensed to operate in the Kingdom under special 
codes or agreements. 
Art ic le 10. Should any establishment licensed to operate under this 
code violate the provisions thereof, the Minister of Industry and 
Electricity shall issue a warning to the establishment requesting it 
to conform with these provisions within a period he shall determine. If 
the establishment fails to comply and does not respond to the 
warning, the Minister may, on the recommendation of the investment 
committee, revoke the license of the defaulting establishment or 
completely liquidate it. 
The Minister may, on the recommendation of the aforementioned 
committee, instead of revoking the license, decide to deprive the 
defaulting establishment of all or part of the privileges provided for in 
this code. 
The parties involved may file a complaint with the Grievances Board 
within 30 days of the Minister's resolution imposing the penalty on 
the defaulting establishment being communicated to them via official 
channels. The verdict of the Grievances Board shall be categorical 
and final. 
Art ic le 11 .The Minister of Industry and Electricity shall issue the 
rules for the implementation of this code, which shall be published in 
the Official Gazette. 
Art ic le 12. This code shall be published in the Official Gazette and 
shall go into force 30 days after it is published. The foreign capital 
investment code issued under Royal Decree No. 35, dated 
11.10.1383 A.H., shall be cancelled as soon as this code becomes 
effective. 
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Statute for Protection and Encouragement of 
National Industries in the Kingdom (June 1, 1962) 
Art ic le 1 . Any place designed and equipped for industrial use to con-
vert raw materials into processed or semi-processed materials; or to 
convert semi-processed materials into fully processed materials; or 
to prepare, pack, and wrap fully processed materials; shall be con-
sidered an industrial establishment under these regulations. 
Ar t i c le2 . Any industrial establishment now existing, or under con-
struction, or to be constructed in the future shall be granted the privi-
leges and exemptions shown below, subject to the conditions laid 
down in these regulations. 
Art ic le 3. The granting of the privileges provided for in these regula-
tions is contingent upon the approval of the project by the Ministry of 
Commerce & Industry. The decision for the approval or disapproval, 
including a statement of the reasons therefor, shall be issued by the 
Minister of Commerce & Industry based on the recommendation of the 
Industrial Technical Office of the Ministry of Commerce & Industry. 
Art ic le 4. Machines, tools, equipment, and their spare parts that are 
imported for new industrial establishments, or for expanding existing 
industrial establishments, or for packing products shall be exempted 
from customs duties. 
The kinds and quantities of the items mentioned in this Article shall 
be determined by a decision of the Minister of Commerce & Industry 
based on the recommendation of the Industrial Technical Office in 
the Ministry. 
Art ic le 5. Primary raw materials and semi-processed raw materials; 
bags, containers, and cylinders to be fi l led that are necessary for 
industrial establishments shall be exempt from customs duties pro-
vided there are none similar existing in sufficient quantities in the 
kingdom. This shall be determined by a decision of the Minister of 
Commerce & Industry, based on the recommendation of the Industrial 
Technical Office in the Ministry. 
Art ic le 6. 
(a) The state shall provide the industrial establishment, for a nominal 
rent, with the land necessary for building factories and living quarters 
for workmen and employees. The area of the land necessary for this 
purpose shall be estimated by the Ministry of Commerce & Industry. 
The Ministry of Commerce & Industry, in agreement with the munici-
palities concerned, shall assign an industrial area, outside the limits 
of every city, from which such land shall be provided. 
(b) The lease shall not be relinquished without the approval of the 
Ministry of Commerce & Industry. 
(continued) 
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Art ic le 7 . The Ministry of Commerce & Industry shall recommend to 
the Council of Ministers the measure or measures which it deems 
suitable for the protection of local products, within the limits of the 
provisions of these regulations and the other regulations in force. 
The nature and volume of local production and the interests of the 
consumers shall be taken into consideration in any action taken to 
protect local production. 
The measures taken to protect local production shall include the 
fol lowing: 
1. Prohibiting or limiting the volume of foreign imports similar to 
local products 
2. Raising the customs duties on foreign imports resembling local 
products 
3. Providing various forms of financial assistance to industrial estab-
lishments 
Art ic le 8. Products intended for export may be exempted from export 
duties and all other taxes. This shall be done by a Royal Decree based 
on a decision of the Council of Ministers. 
Art ic le 9. The provisions of these regulations shall apply to industrial 
establishments enjoying special conditions and concessions only in 
matters not provided for in their agreements. 
Art ic le 10.The owner of an industrial establishment shall have the 
following obligations: 
(a) To file complete and correct statements about the industrial proj-
ect as are required by these regulations or by any other regulations. 
(b) To use the equipment, machines, and spare parts covered by the 
exemption from customs duties only in authorized factories, and to 
use them only for the purpose for which the exemption was intended. 
(c) To allow authorized personnel of the Ministry of Commerce & 
Industry to enter all parts of the industrial project for technical and 
industrial inspection in order to check on the use or storage of the 
materials exempted under the Articles of these regulations. 
(d) To employ Saudi workmen and technicians. The industrial estab-
lishment must ask permission from the Ministry of Labor & Social 
Affairs if it has to employ non-Saudi workers. 
Art ic le 11 . Any establishment that violates the provisions of these 
regulations shall forfeit the privileges provided for herein. Such for-
feiture shall be by a decision of the Council of Ministers based on a 
recommendation by the Minister of Commerce & Industry. 
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Saudi Arabia 
KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA 
MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY & ELECTRICITY 
INDUSTRIAL AFFAIRS' AGENCY 
LICENSE APPLICATION FORM 
FOR 
INDUSTRIAL PROJECT ESTABLISHMENT 
(continued) 
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H. E. The Minister of Industry and Electricity, 
R iyadh , Saudi Arabia 
Greet ings : 
I hereby apply for a L icense for the Es tab l i shment of an Industr ia l Project 
in T h e City of : 
To P r o d u c e . . 
in conformance with the Regula t ions in ef fect and I admit that the data, Schedu le s and 
In format ion inserted, at tached hereto , are to the best of my knowledge, valid and factual . 
1) Applicant should sign all the pages of the Application and the a t tachments therewith. 
Any Cancel lat ions , crosses and scra tches should also be authenticated. 
2) In case required Raw Material pre-supposes an of f ic ia l L icense f r o m the concerned Govt . 
Depar tment , the s ame should be at tached. 
3) In c a s e of F o r e i g n cap i ta l I n v e s t m e n t 3 c o p i e s of th i s A p p l i c a t i o n m u s t be 
Submit ted . Also the D o c u m e n t s showing the exper ience of the Foreign Partner in the field 
of relevant Product ion & signed copy of the Contract between Saudi and Foreign Par tners , 
should also be attached. 
4) I f needed, Separa te Sheet s should be used and enclosed herewith. 
(Applicant 's S ignature) 
Date / / 13 A. H. 
R e m a r k s 
(continued) 
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LICENSE APPLICATION 
FOR 
INDUSTRIAL PROJECT ESTABLISHMENT 
Applicant's Name 
Applicant's Nationality 
Identity Card Number (For Saudi Nationals)/Passport No Date 
Place of Issue 
Applicant's Full Address 
A) Project Legal From: 
1 - Project proposed commercial title 
2 - Project proposed Headquarters 
B) Prjoect Statutory Status (Entity): 
1 - Individual. 2 - Joint Venture. 
3 - Limited Partnership. 4 - Limited Liability. 
5 - Stock Company. 
N. B.: The selected status shall be ticked with 
C) Type of Investment (Local/Foreign/Joint) 
D) Total Investment (as per Page 10 herein) and its Resources: 
Resource Value 
Ratio 
Resource/Total 
Investment 
Interests 
% 
Loan 
Period 
Paid-up Capital 
Long Term Loans: 
1 -
2 -
3 -
Short Term Loans: 
1 -
2 -
3 -
TOTAL 
(continued) 
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STATISTICAL DATA 
1—Imported quantities (During the Last Three 
Years) of I tems to be Produced 
Item 
No. 
Commo-
dity 
Year Year 
Remarks 
Value Qty. Unit Value Qty. Unit Value Qty. Unit 
Source of Data 
2—Exis t ing Local Factories, (Producing Similar 
Items or Those to be Produced) 
Name of 
The Factory 
City 
Maximum Annual 
Capacity 
Markets 
Zone Percentage 
Source of Above Data: 
(continued) 
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3—Items to be Produced and 
Respective Production 
CAPACITY 
Items 
Daily 
Working 
Hours 
Annual 
Working 
Days 
Daily 
Productive 
Capacity 
Maximum 
Annual Productive 
Capacity 
Remarks: Separate sheet attachments should include: 
a - Detailed description of Production Process for each item to be produced, 
b - Detailed Layout. Drawings and Plans of Production. Document showing Technical know-how 
and Technical Assistance, 
c - Source and References on which Designs and Measurements are based shall be stated, and 
copy of each shall be attached. 
(continued) 
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4—Raw Materials Required for One 
*Year and Prices - C.I.F. 
(Including Packages & Packings) 
Name and Type 
of Material Unit Qty 
Unit Price 
SR 
Total 
SR 
Place of 
Origin 
Total 
(continued) 
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5—Manpower 
CATEGORY 
SAUDIS NON SAUDIS Total 
Re-
marks 
NO 
Annual Wages 
and Salaries NO 
Annual Wages 
and Salaries NO 
Annual Wages 
and Salaries 
Non-Technical 
Labour 
Technical 
Labour 
Engineer 
Administrator 
Total 
REMARKS: Please give details on separate sheets about the following: 
1) Project's Management: How it is run, Managers' names and experience 
in Production Line, etc. 
2) Training Programmes and Plans for training Saudis. 
3) Rules and Regulations adopted for the Safety and protection of Workers 
and Employees. 
4) Industrial Safety Devices and Implements that should be rendered acces-
sible and available in the Factory. 
I, the Applicant hereby 
undertake to adhere to and observe the Clauses and Terms of Security and Safety and attached hereto and 
to co-operate with the Civil Defence Units in this respect. 
Signature 
(continued) 
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6—Equipment, Machinery and Apparatus 
required for the Project & Value — C.I.F. 
Type and 
Model of Machine 
Number 
Unit Price 
in Foreign 
Currency 
Total 
Price 
S. R. 
Annual 
Productive 
Capacity 
Remarks 
Total 
REMARKS: 
1) Relevant Catalogues of above should be attached. 
2) Relevant offers (quotations) for such equipment should be attached. 
3) For Used Items, if any, please mention Years of Use. 
4) Place of origin wherefrom the equipment shall be imported is to be mentioned in 
Remarks column. 
(continued) 
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7—Data About The Factory/Project 
1-Total Area of The Factory: (SQ. Meters) 
-Cost per SQ. Meter 
2-Total Built-up Area (SQ. Meters) 
(A) Area of Workshop: (SQ. Meters) 
Height Meters 
Type of Building 
Cost Per SQ. Meter 
(B) Area of Stores: (SQ. Meter) 
Type of Building 
Cost Per SQ. Meter 
(C) Area of Administration Bldg. (SQ. Meters) 
Type of Building 
Cost Per SQ. Meter 
3-Project's Requirements 
(A) Electrical power 
Installed power K.W. 
Peak load K.W. 
Annual Energy Consumption K.W.H. 
Supply Voltage Volts 
Source of power Supply 
(B) Water 
Source 
Annual Quantity of Consumption (Tons) 
(C) Fuel 
Diesel Liters 
Solar Liters 
Kerosine Liters 
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8—Invested Capital (Total Investment) 
(A) FIXED CAPITAL: 
1 - Land Value (if owned by the Factory) 
2 - Building Costs (if owned by the Factory) 
3-Equipment and Machinery Value 
4-Installation Charges as % of Equipment and Machinery & 
Generators, if any 
5 - Vehicles and Transport Means Value 
6-Furniture Value 
7 - Pre-production expenses, if any 
SR 
TOTAL 
(B) WORKING CAPITAL: 
1 - Annual Land Rent (if not owned by Factory) 
2 - Annual Building Rent (if not owned by the Factory) 
3 - Cost of Raw Materials required for Three Months 
4-Quarterly Wages, Salaries and Remunerations and Bonuses 
5 - Quarterly Power Value 
6-Quarterly Fuel Value 
7-Quarterly Water Value 
8 - Quarterly Maintenance Value 
9-Quarterly Marketing Costs 
TOTAL 
GRAND TOTAL FIXED AND WORKING CAPITAL 
Note: (1) Any variation on the aforementioned periods should be justified. 
(2) Phases and Stages proposed for Execution of the Project and 
Periods pertaining to each (Time Table Attached). 
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9—Project Feasibility Study 
To be submitted together with the Application Form. There should be a Feasibility study covering 
Production Costs for every product separately (Additional Sheets may be used). Feasibility study, 
however, is based on Annual Production Volume (Quantity) proposed. The following are some 
guidance: 
1—Annual Production: Fixed Cost: 
a —Annual Depreciation: SR 
- Buildings and Constructions Depreciation at 5% of 
Prime Value (or Annual Rent if not owned) 
- Equipment and Machinery at 10% of Prime Value 
-Vehicles and Transport Means at 20% of Prime Value 
- Furniture at 10% of Prime Value 
- Pre-Production Expenses at 20% of Prime Value 
- Installation Charges at 10% of Prime Value 
Total 
Note: Any variation on the aforesaid depreciation rates should be justified. 
b - Maintenance: 
-Mode of Maintenance as well as amount appropriated and stipulated in contract for this 
purpose either a Lump Sum Price Contract or as Percentages of Equipment and Machinery 
Value 
c - Staff: 
-Salaries of Employees, Administrative Engineers (Such as managers, 
Accountants, Engineers, Store Keepers and Gatemen, etc.) 
-End of Service Remuneration at 8% of Annual total salaries and wages 
Total 
d-Any Other Fixed Costs: 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
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2—Annual Production Variable Costs: 
-Direct Raw Materials 
- Labour Wages (Technical and Nontechnical) 
- Power 
-Fuel 
- Water 
-Marketing Costs 
- Other Variable Costs 
TOTAL VARIABLE COSTS 
TOTAL FIXED & VARIABLE COSTS: 
3—Unit Production Cost -Fixed Costs + Variable Costs 
Annual Units Produced 
10—Profitability of the Project 
- Proposed Selling Price of the Unit 
-Value of the Annual Sales (Quantity x Price) 
- Annual Profit 
- Percentage of Profit Against Invested Capital % 
Note: Should Plant produce more than one item, both fixed and Variable 
Costs be duly channelled and properly distributed on all producible items, 
and detailed costs accounts & Profitability worked out accordingly for 
each item Produced. 
11—Comparative Price Study 
Comparing Imports Prices with Local Production Prices of similar 
commodities: 
a-Custom Duties on similar items to be produced % 
- Import Cost Port Delivery (without customs) 
-Import Cost (with customs + transport + clearance) 
- Wholesale Price in Local Market 
b-Wholesale Gross Price of similar Local Products 
c - Wholesale proposed Price of Project's Products 
(continued) 
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12—Detailed Marketing Zones and Relevant Production Percentage to be absorbed by each: 
13—Methods of Utilization or Disposal of Industrial Production Waste. 
14—Products Quality Control Methods, and what equipment used for this purpose. 
15—Any further information applicant likes to Add. 
(Please use separate sheets if required) 
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CIVIL D E F E N S E DEPARTMENT 
OPERATION / SAFETY SECTION 
Instructions for Factories 
1 —A lot of factors should be taken into account such as factory size, kind of raw material 
processed and extent of risk and danger involved in case of fire. Also, harmful, unwhole-
some and disturbing conditions should equally be considered. By 'Factories' it is meant 
those which process and convert raw materials into processed, manufactured or semi-
manufactured items. Included in factory designs should be the safety devices explained herein-
after. But, for the already existing factories, only practically observable instructions 
are applicable. 
2—Selection of location is one of the most significant preliminary steps in setting up a new 
factory. In this respect, direction of winds prevalent in the area and other climatic condi-
tions, such as humidity and dryness, should, as well, be taken into consideration. Thus, 
soaring furnace smokes, foul smells and like could be obviated. 
3—In larger factories, inlets and outlets (entrances and exits) should adequately be wide. 
Corridors, passages and ways are to be one-way type and those of pedestrians should 
directly lead to outside of factory buildings in order to easily and quickly vacate the 
same in the event of fire or emergency. 
4—Fire extinguishing automatic system to combating and putting out fire early after breaking 
out; provided, the flaming objects and items be taken into account in a manner that said 
system be equipped and fed with proper anti-fire substances. For instance, plants producing 
dry articles like wood, textiles, paper and cardboard should be equipped with systems using 
water or similar liquids in extinguishing fire. Whereas, those plants producing various 
inflammable liquids, said systems should be based on foams, carbon dioxide or dry chemical 
powders, since water is unsuitable in putting out fire thereof. While metals and gases 
manufacturing plants require fire extinguishing systems using dry chemical powders 
system piping, thus will be stuffed with extinguishing agents such as certain chemicals or 
ordinary water. Under certain pressure and temperature—depending on the thermostat 
efficiency—the automatic sprinklers open and the agents start working. On the other hand 
automatic fire alarm system should be installed in addition to ordinary portable fire 
extinguishing devices, as may be needed. 
5—Power installations should combine both technicality and safety with relevant regulators to 
minimize discrepancies in voltage and frequency. All fuses must be automatic, wiring internal 
and main breaker be mounted on a readily noticed and accessible place to immediately 
break current whenever necessary. 
6—Products and raw materials stores and warehouses should be positioned away from the sources 
of energy (fuel, power, etc.) and should be well ventilated. Products are to be properly 
stacked and stored with adequate passages in between allowing free movement and easing 
ventilation process. 
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7—In larger plants of more than one story high there should be an emergency rescue stairway 
made of flameproof materials, separate from the main entrance and leading directly to 
outside of plant yard. 
8—Certain underground shelters should be built in big plants, well designed to accommodate 
all plant employees and workers. Such shelters must be multipurpose so as to be used, under 
ordinary circumstances, as parking areas, storing places for flameproof products and 
materials, etc. Shelters, however, should have emergency exits. 
9—Special firemen teams should be formed from plant employees and workers and given 
sufficient training in combating fire. Plants should be equipped with First Aid Cabinets. 
10—Plant owners should be notified to readily dispose of inflammable industrial wastes and 
having these burnt in certain remote places designated for this purpose. 
11—In plants releasing heavy smokes or exhausting thick gases, suitable purifying-air-masks 
should be available. 
12—Every plant owner should provide his employees and workers with protective wear, such as 
helmets, spectacles, footwear, gloves, etc. 
13—In plants producing foam rubber and similar products, it should be equipped with normalfire 
extinguishing devices with 2½ inch main pipe connection. The auxilliary connection pipes 
inside the plant should be of 1½ inch diameter, fitted with flexible hoses of same diameter and 
of sufficient length to reach all the spots inside the plant. Also the main distributing con-
nection should be installed outside the plant at a prominent place to be operated easily by the 
crew of civil defense. And a substantial supply of water has to be ensured. 
(continued) 
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LIST OF DOCUMENTS REQUIRED 
FOR 
Industrial Projects 
1—Application Forms should be completed in triplicate. 
2—The relevant feasibility study must be attached to the Form; if put in a language other 
than Arabic, an Arabic translation shall be enclosed. 
3—A scheme for training Saudis, both managerially & technically, is required. 
4—Permit to utilize product's industrial patent in the Kingdom, particularly for 
pre-fabricated housing projects and others. 
5—The contract duly signed by the partners (In a new project) in accordance with the 
Saudi Company's Regulations. 
6—The agreement for purchasing & procuring equipment & machinery or the commercial 
communications exchanged for procuring same or; the vendors' quotations & 
proposals related to said equipment & machinery. Whether or not the agreement 
would involve installation & operation must explicitly be stated therein. 
7—Foreign participant's expertise shall, by documents, be evidenced (presentation of 
balance sheets shall be preferred but not obligatory). Documents, however, shall be 
attested by the authorities concerned. 
8—Foreign partner's address in his country of origin. 
9—Approval of foreign partner ' s Board of Directors for entering into the new 
project in question. 
1 0 — M i n i s t r y of H e a l t h ' s a p p r o v a l , in c a s e of drugs m a n u f a c t u r i n g p r o j e c t s . 
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License Application Form 
for Contract Project Establishments 
KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA 
MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY & ELECTRICITY 
FOREIGN INVESTMENT COMMITTEE 
LICENSE APPLICATION FORM 
FOR 
ESTABLISHMENT OF A CONTRACTING PROJECT 
IN ACCORDANCE WITH 
F O R E I G N C A P I T A L I N V E S T M E N T R E G U L A T I O N S 
R E M A R K S : 
This Form is to be used for the following: 
1—Construction Undertakings. 
2—Maintenance Undertakings. 
(con t inued) 
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H. E. The Minister of Industry & Electricity, Riyadh 
Greetings: 
I Submit to Your Excellency my License Application form for establishing: 
( ) A Construction Contracting Project. 
( ) A Maintenance and Services Contracting Project. 
( ) An Engineering Contracting Project. 
This Project will cover the following specialties: 
—Civil (Urban) Projects (Buildings - Airports - Roads - Bridges - Dams - Ports - Sewer 
Systems - Water Systems - Prefabricated Buildings). 
—Mechanical Projects. 
—Electrical Projects (Power Generation Stations - Distribution Networks). 
—Sanitary Works. 
—Well Drilling. 
—Others. 
In the City of 
I am willing to execute the said Project in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia Pursuant to the 
Regulations in effect. I admit the data and information contained in this Form are correct, 
true and factual. 
APPLICANT 
Name : 
Signature : 
Dated / / 13 H. 
IMPORTANT REMARKS: a) Each Page of the Application Form should bear Applicant's 
Signature. Also every separate sheet added thereto, if any, 
should be signed. In case of any cancellation or scratch 
therein, the same should be authenticated, 
b) Each of the above activities to be conducted should be 
ticked with the mark | / 1 
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1—APPLICANT'S STATUS: 
a) N a m e 
b) Nationality 
c) Number and Date of Identity Card or Passport 
d) Permanent Address Tel. No. 
e) Applicant's role in or connection with the Proposed Project 
2—PROJECTS STATUS: 
a) Project ' s Proposed Commercial N a m e 
b) Project ' s Proposed Headquarters 
c) S t a t u t o r y E n t i t y : I n d i v i d u a l — J o i n t V e n t u r e — L i m i t e d P a r t n e r s h i p — L i m i t e d 
Liabi l i ty—Stock Company. 
3—DISTRIBUTION OF PROPOSED PROJECTS CAPITAL: 
Partner's Name Nation-ality Permanent Address 
Partner's Capital Share 
% Value (SR) 
Cash Physical Total 
74 
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4—Partner ' s Names and addresses , and other activities in the Kingdom wherein Partners 
hold Capital Shares 
Partner's Name Names of Firms he participates in Activities of Firms Addresses of Firms 
Deloitte Haskins & Sells 
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5—Statement of the Projects executed in the Kingdom by the foreign investor during 
the last three years 
Project Value 
SR (Million) 
Commence-
ment Date 
Completion 
Date 
Belonging 
To 
Supporting 
Documents 
76 
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6—Statement of the Projects currently being executed by the foreign investor: 
Project Value 
SR(Million) 
Completion 
Date, per Pro-
gramme 
Belonging To Remarks 
Deloitte Haskins & Sells 
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7—Statement of machinery and equipment owned by the foreign partner outside the Kingdom: 
Machine Name Model & Manufacture 
Year 
Quantity Value Remarks* 
7 8 
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8—Statement of machinery and equipment owned by the foreign partner inside the Kingdom: 
Machine Name Model & Manufacture 
Year 
Quantity Value Remarks 
Deloitte Haskins & Sells 
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9—Foreign partner's technical and administrative staff outside the Kingdom: 
10—Foreign partner's technical and administrative staff inside the Kingdom: 
(continued) 
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11—Relation of Mother Company abroad to the Proposed Project should be explicitly 
explained. Also explain the facilities to be rendered to the said Project. 
(continued) 
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DOCUMENTS REQUIRED FOR: 
a) Sea & Land Transportation Companies. 
b) Hotels, Restaurants & Hospitals. 
c) Construction Undertakings. 
d) Maintenance & Technical Services. 
e) Specialized Works. 
1—Ten Application forms, showing the specific fields of activity, capital (cash or 
physical) and shares. 
2—The agreement signed by the Saudi and Foreign Partners., 
3—An attested certificate whereby applicant is authorized in a specific manner (e.g., to 
act for partners, etc.). 
4—Certificates, duly certified by official authorities, indicating the most significant 
works the foreign partner carried out both inside and outside the Kingdom. His annual 
reports revealing the activities he performed are acceptable in this respect. 
5—Foreign partner's Board of Directors decision to invest in Saudi Arabia & set up 
the project under licensing. 
6—A certified document indicating foreign partner's registration in Commercial 
Register of his country of origin. 
7—Foreign partner's last three Balance Sheets & Annual Reports (if possible). 
8—A document showing the facilities & support the foreign mother company is going 
to afford to the joint venture. 
9—Quotat ions & catalogues for the equipment and machinery required for the 
proposed project. 
10—Saudi partner's classification certificate in contractor's Register, if any. 
11—In case the project is intended for maintenance, a list of the equipment & 
machinery required for establishing a complete workshop in the Kingdom should be 
provided. 
12—Foreign partner's address in the country of origin, Saudi partner's address in 
the Kingdom as well as the mailing addresses of both. 
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Sample Corporate Tax Return 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 
Ministry of Finance and National Economy 
Department of Zakat and Income Tax 
Declarations of Income and Tax 
Under Royal Decree No. 1 7 / 2 / 2 8 / 3 3 2 1 
as Amended by Royal Decrees No. 1 7 / 2 / 2 8 / 5 7 6 and No. M / 1 9 
For taxable year beginning January 1, 1979 and 
ending December 31, 1979 
Name of company Contractor Company 
Address in Saudi Arabia Dammam Eastern 
(city or town) (province) 
Country in which organized or incorporated Saudi Arabia 
Basis on which accounts are kept: Cash Accrual X 
Other (describe) 
Currency in which income is declared Saudi Arabian riyal 
Exchange rate used: SR 3.35 = $US 1 
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Gross Income 
Item No. 
1. Gross receipts 
2. Less: costs (Schedule A) 
3. Gross profit from services 
4. Other income (Schedule B) 
5. Gross income 
Deduct: 
6. Salaries of officers 
7. Wages (not deducted 
elsewhere) 
8. Rent 
9. Repairs 
10. Losses 
11. Travel and related expenses 
(not deducted elsewhere) 
12. Depreciation (Schedule C) 
13. Other direct expenses 
(Schedule D) 
14. Total deductions 
15. Net income from sources 
in Saudi Arabia 
17. (a) Net income from 
sources in Saudi Arabia 
(b) Net income f rom 
sources in Saudi Arabia 
•I tem 16 deleted. 
SR20,000,000 
(15,000,000) 
SR 5,000,000 
- 0 -
SR 5,000,000 
SR 500,000 
150,000 
28,000 
3,500,000 
4,178,000 
SR822,000 
SR822,000 
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18. (a) Tax on first SR 100,000 at 25% 
(b) Tax on next SR400,000 at 35% 
(c) Tax on next SR500,000 at 40% 
(d) Tax on income over SR1,000,000 at 45% 
19. Total Saudi Arabian income tax 
20. Less estimated income tax 
paid on † 
21. Addit ional tax due or refund applied for 
Income Tax on Imputed Profits 
Tax on insurance expense (Schedule E) 
Tax on interest expense (Schedule F) 
Total 
Less amounts previously paid 
Addit ional tax due or refund applied for 
SR25,000 
140,000 
128,800 
SR293,800 
SR293,800 
SR1,500 
43,500 
SR45,000 
(45,000) 
Sworn to be a true report: 
Signature of off icer/ t i t le 
†lf return is filed after normal fil ing date, an estimated payment approximating final tax is required. 
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Schedule A—Costs of Operations 
1. Salaries and wages 
2. Other costs: 
(a) Depreciation 
(b) Insurance 
(c) Maintenance 
(d) Employee benefits 
(e) Other 
3 . Total 
Schedule B—Other Income 
Description: 
None 
Total 
Schedule C—Depreciation‡ 
1. 2. 3. 4. 
Cost 
Less 
Kind of Date Salvage 
Property Acquired Value Rate 
SR4,000,000 
5,000,000 
1,800,000 
1,000,000 
1,500,000 
1,700,000 
SRI 5 ,000,000 
None 
5. 
Depreciation 
Deducted 
on This 
Declaration 
6. 
Depreciation 
Sustained 
to Date 
(Detailed schedule not shown.) 
Total SR5,000,000 
Do you use the straight-line method for computing the annual 
depreciation charge? Yes (X) No ( ) 
If not, describe method used 
Schedule D—Other Direct Expenses 
Description (givefull explanation): 
Interest 
Legal 
Management services (details to be provided) 
Utilities 
Office supplies 
Miscellaneous 
Total 
SR1,350,000 
250,000 
600,000 
500,000 
700,000 
100,000 
SR3,500,000 
4:The use of depreciation rates in excess of those set by DZIT (as published in UMM Al-Qura 
No. 2457—February 2, 1973) must be justified. Normally, prior permission should be obtained to use 
rates that vary from those published. 
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Schedule E—Computation of Income Tax on Imputed Pro f i ts -
Insurance Expense 
Insurance expense. Schedule A 
Less expenses not subject to imputed-profits tax: 
A Saudi insurance company 
Address 
Net 
Imputed-profits percentage 
Imputed profit 
Tax rate 
Imputed-profi ts tax—insurance expense 
Schedule F—Computation of Income Tax on Imputed Pro f i ts -
Interest Expense 
SR1,800,000 
1,760,000 
SR40.000 
15% 
SR6,000 
25% 
SR1,500 
Interest expense. Schedule D SR1,350,000 
Less expenses not subject to imputed-profits tax: 
A Saudi Arabian bank 190,000 
Net SR1,160,000 
Foreign 
Interest expense 
subject to 
imputed-prof i ts 
tax 
Imputed-profits 
percentage 
Imputed profit 
Tax rate 
Imputed-profi ts 
tax—interest 
expense 
Bank 
SR 627,000 
15% 
Parent 
Company 
SR 533,000 SR1,160,000 
15% 
SR94,000 SR80,000 
25% 25% 
SR23,500 SR20,000 SR43,500 
Auditors' Report 
In accordance with normal auditing standards, including normal 
tests of the accounting records and procedures, we have examined 
the books of the Contractor Company for the taxable year ended 
December 31, 1979. 
In our opinion, its statement of profit and loss fairly reflects the re-
sults of the company's operations for that year and conforms with 
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generally accepted accounting principles applied on a basis consist-
ent with that of the preceding taxable year. The income from and 
deductions attributable to the conduct of its business within Saudi 
Arabia have, to the best of our knowledge and belief, been properly 
determined and fully reported herein. 
Name of f irm 
by certified auditor 
Reconciliation of Net Income per Auditors' Report 
and Net Income per Tax Declaration 
Net income per auditors' report SR1,007,000 
Less items not deducted in auditors' 
report, but deducted in tax 
declaration: 
Payroll taxes—non-Saudi SR140,000 
Tax on imputed profits 45,000 185,000 
Net income per tax declaration SR822,000 
Additional Information 
Expenses—Direct. Amounts reported on page 1, lines 2 and 6 
through 13, of the declaration should include only expense items 
incurred in Saudi Arabia or entirely chargeable to operations in 
Saudi Arabia. 
Expenses—Indirect. Except for certain direct technical services or 
costs, the allocation of indirect expenses to the Saudi Arabia opera-
tion is not allowed under Circular 3 for the year 1389 A.H. 
Balance-Sheet and Income Statement. A balance-sheet and profit-
and-loss statement are required and should be attached to the decla-
ration. Such statements should be signed by an authorized employee 
of the organization. 
Nonresident Lessor, Interest, and Insurance Premium Payments. 
Tax must be paid on all payments made to nonresident insurance 
companies, banks, and lessors by companies operating within the 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. This tax must be calculated on an imputed 
profit of 15% of the deductions claimed on the corporate return for 
insurance, interest, and rental paid to companies not resident in the 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. The tax applied to the 15% imputed profit 
wi l l be calculated in the manner and at the rates set forth under "Tax 
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Rates", page 30. The resulting tax shall be paid on or before the 15th 
day of the third month following the close of the taxable year. Late 
payments are subject to penalty. The independent auditors should 
also provide a certification of the amounts paid to all nonresident 
insurance companies, banks, and lessors, together with their names 
and addresses, for fi l ing with the declaration. The amount of tax paid 
under this section should be separately identified in the transmittal 
letter. 
No tax is due in those instances where such payments are made to 
insurance companies (or agents thereof), banks, or lessors resident 
within Saudi Arabia. Where such payments are made, the corporate 
declaration must include the name, address, and commercial registry 
number of the payee and the amount paid. 
If you are fi l ing a tax return for the first time, an information circular 
is also to be fi led. Form 2 / 2 4 is to be used by temporary taxpayers 
(those not registered in Saudi Arabia) and Form 1 /23 by regular 
taxpayers. 
In addition, your tax return (or information circular) is to be accom-
panied by Arabic copies of: 
1. Memorandum of Association and Articles of Association 
2. Copy of commercial register for registered companies 
3. Copies of contracts 
4. A statement from the home office indicating the name of the person 
in charge in Saudi, together with a specimen signature 
5. Listing of all asset purchases and sales 
6. Detailed statement of all wages and allowances paid to employees 
7. Statement, in detail, of interest paid, insurance premiums paid, and 
lease payments 
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Living and Working in Saudi A r a b i a -
Miscellaneous Considerations 
Visas, Permits, and Travel 
Visas. All foreign visitors, except those carrying passports of certain 
Arab countries, must obtain a visitor's visa in a foreign country. 
Some Saudi embassies and consulates may require an applicant to 
have a Saudi sponsor. The length of stay permitted varies according 
to where the visa is obtained. Transit visas are not issued. Cholera 
and smallpox innoculations may be required. 
Work and Residence Permits. Work permits for foreign employees 
are secured from the Ministry of Labor by the prospective local em-
ployer. This may take several months. Residence permits are also 
required. 
Transportation. The country is served by Saudia (Saudi Arabian Air-
lines) and many foreign airlines. The major towns are linked by road, 
and further highway construction is in progress. A railway runs from 
Dammam Port on the Arabian Gulf to Riyadh. 
Hotels. First-class accommodations are available in only a few hotels 
in the Dammam/AI Khobar area, Riyadh and Jeddah. Rates start at 
about SR300 per day. While credit cards are increasingly accepted, 
they are not yet widely used. 
Currency. There is no restriction on the amount of currency, foreign 
or Saudi Arabian, that can be taken into or out of the country, except 
that Israeli, Rhodesian, and South African currencies are forbidden. 
The currency of the country is the Saudi riyal (as of March, 1980, 
about SR3.35 to U.S. $1.00), which is divided into 100 halalahs. 
Business Matters 
Business Hours. Business hours vary within the Kingdom, and gov-
ernment office hours are different from those of commercial enter-
prises, as fol lows: 
Government off ices—8:00-2:30, Saturday through Wednesday 
Commercial off ices—in general,8:30-2:00, 4:30-7:30, Saturday 
through Thursday, except in the Eastern Province, which is 7 :00-
12:00, 2:00-5:00 Saturday through Thursday. 
Many businesses now also close on Thursday, particularly in the 
Eastern Province. Shortened business hours are in effect throughout 
Ramadan. 
Holidays. The official holiday periods are 'Id-al-Fitr, a four- or five-
day feast celebrating the end of Ramadan, and 'Id-al-Adha, four days 
at the end of the month of the holy pilgrimage (Haj). They fall at dif-
ferent dates from year to year because of the lunar Hejira calendar 
used in the Islamic countries. 
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Telephone. The internal telephone system is improving steadily, but 
the system is overtaxed. English directories are not readily available. 
Placing calls to locations outside the country is frequently diff icult. 
Generally, incoming calls present no problem, except that there is 
usually a long waiting time between placement and connection. 
Language. In early 1978, the Council of Ministers issued Resolution 
No. 266, dated 21.2.1398 A.H. (January 30, 1978). stating that all 
foreign firms must use the Arabic language in corresponding with the 
government. Violators of this provision wil l be subject to a fine of not 
more than SR10,000 for the first offense. A second offense doubles 
the penalty and could result in the offender being barred from dealing 
with the government for one year. Also see "Personal and Family 
Considerations," below. 
Manpower Costs. The following are typical costs, other than salary, 
incurred for or by non-Saudi staff: 
Accommodation (A year's rent in advance may be required. 
Prices may change radically with changes in availability.): 
House (unfurnished) 
Apartment (unfurnished) 
Transportation: 
U.S. automobile (average) 
Japanese automobile 
Duty 
Gasoline 
Utilit ies: 
Family 
Bachelor 
Food: 
Family of four 
Bachelor 
Education 
Hardship premium 
End-of-contract bonus 
(mainly construction personnel) 
Tax equalization 
Saudi social security taxes 
(more than 20 employees) 
$20,000-$40,000 
$10,000-$20,000 
$9,000-$11,000 
$5,000-$6,000 
3% 
20 cents per gallon 
$1,200-$ 1,500 per year 
$500-$700 per year 
$250-$300 per week 
$100-$150 per week 
About $2,500 per child per year 
25%-40% of base salary 
In the 10% range 
As appropriate 
8% employer, 5% employee 
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Saudi Arabia 
Personal and Family Considerations 
Climate. The country has a predominantly desert climate. In general. 
the weather is quite pleasant from October through May. From June 
through September, temperatures frequently exceed 100° F., and 
sometimes it can be very humid. 
Schools. A limited number of elementary schools in the major busi-
ness centers provide English instruction. The U.S. system is most 
common. Secondary education is generally not available. 
Medical Facilities. Medical facilities and standards are being up-
graded at a rapid pace. Medical care is generally satisfactory except 
for the more serious illnesses. Newcomers should have all the basic 
innoculations before taking up residence. 
Language. It is extremely useful to have a basic understanding of 
Arabic. English is not widely spoken except at the higher levels of 
business. English is, however, the most common foreign language. 
Shopping. Food shopping is not diff icult. Almost all foodstuffs are 
available, although not necessarily all the time. Clothing is best pur-
chased outside the Kingdom. Appliances are available, but it is very 
diff icult to have repairs made. 
Newspapers. A number of English-language daily newspapers are 
published in Saudi Arabia. In addition, papers published in other 
Arabian Gulf countries are distributed in the Kingdom. European and 
American newspapers are not available until several days after publi-
cation, and news items are frequently censored. 
Miscellaneous Restrictions. Alcoholic beverages are forbidden in 
the country, and the punishment for their possession and use is se-
vere. Women are not permitted to drive, and they must dress dis-
creetly. They wil l seldom be invited to social functions where Saudis 
are present. There are no nightclubs or theaters, and few private clubs 
are available. 
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Selected Major Industrial Development 
Institutions and Banks; Industrial Zones 
Insti tut ions and Banks 
The specialized financing institutions described below provide 
medium- to long-term, low interest financing for individuals or busi-
nesses in Saudi Arabia, or make funds available in ways that commer-
cial banks cannot. 
Saudi Industrial Development Fund 
Capital. $849 million, plus $354 million for electricity projects. 
Purpose. To support and promote private-sector industrial develop-
ment through loans at favorable rates. 
Terms. Generally, medium to long term with, in some cases, interest-
free provision for up to 50% of funds required to finance a project. 
Joint ventures in which as much as 75% of the capital is foreign also 
qualify for financing. Administrative fees are usually 2%. 
Saudi Arabian Agricul tural Bank 
Capital. $223 million. 
Purpose. To provide loans and credit facilities for the development of 
agriculture and related activities. 
Credit Fund for Contractors 
Capital. $17 mill ion. 
Purpose. To provide interest-free loans to Saudi contractors for 
financing direct purchases of materials and to provide short- and 
medium-term loans. 
Real Estate Development Fund 
Capital. $849 mill ion. 
Purpose. To provide loans for private or commercial real estate proj-
ects for up to 70% of construction costs. 
Public Investment Fund 
Capital. $2,093 mill ion. 
Purpose. To provide medium- and long-term financing for Petromin 
and Saudi Arabian Airlines; also to acquire equity positions in domes-
tic industrial companies. 
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Saudi Investment Bank 
Capital. $8.5 million 
Purpose. To provide medium- and long-term loans to companies and 
individuals for financing new industrial, agricultural, or other projects. 
Industrial Studies and Development Center 
Purpose. To identify opportunities for private enterprise. 
Services. Provides free marketing and feasibility studies to interested 
companies and assists in identifying financing vehicles. 
Industrial Zones 
At present, there are three industrial parks in the three principal cen-
ters of activity (Jeddah, Riyadh, and Eastern Province). Services and 
spaces are provided at favorable rates, principally to 100% Saudi-
owned companies and to other ventures meeting the criteria of the 
country's development plan. 
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Useful Addresses 
United States Embassy 
Palestine Road 
Jeddah 
Telephone: 53410, 54110, 52188, 52396 
United States Consulate 
Dhahran 
Eastern Province 
Telephone: 43200 
United Kingdom Embassy 
Kilo 5 
Medina Road 
Jeddah 
Telephone: 52544, 52628, 52768 
Minis t ry of Commerce 
Airport Road 
Riyadh 
Telex: 201057 
Minis t ry of Finance and National Economy 
Airport Road 
Riyadh 
Telephone: 27000 
Telex: 20021 FINANCE SJ 
Minis t ry of Industry and Electricity 
(including Foreign Capital Investment Office) 
Airport Road 
Riyadh 
Telephone: 23400 
Telex: 20057 TlJARAH SJ 
Minis t ry of Information, Riyadh 
Telex: 20040 RINFORM SJ 
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Minis t ry of Labor and Social Af fa i rs 
Oman Ibu Al-Khattab Road 
Riyadh 
Telephone: 27100 
Telex: 20043 LABOUR SJ 
Minis t ry of Petroleum and Mineral Resources 
Airport Road 
Riyadh 
Telephone: 61133 
Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency 
P.O. Box 2992 
Riyadh 
Telephone: 89044, 89066, 89079 
Telex: 2 0 1 7 3 4 / 5 / 6 / 7 
Industrial Studies and Development Center 
P.O. Box 1267 
Airport Road 
Riyadh 
Telephone: 20900 
Chamber of Commerce 
P.O. Box 596 
Chamber Building 
Khazan Street 
Riyadh 
Telephone: 22600 
P.O. Box 1262 
Prince Mansoor Building 
Kabel Street 
Jeddah 
Telephone: 31059 
P.O. Box 719 
Dammam 
Telephone: 21134 
(continued) 
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U.S.-Arab Chamber of Commerce 
One World Trade Center 
Suite 4657 
New York, N.Y. 10048 
Telephone: 212-432-0655 
Arab-Brit ish Chamber of Commerce 
P.O. Box 4BL 
42 Berkeley Square 
London W1X5DB 
Telephone: 01629 1249 
Commerce Action Group for the Near East 
U .S. Department of Commerce 
Washington, D.C. 20230 
Telephone: 202-377-5767 
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Reference Sources 
Business Laws in Saudi Arabia. Nicola H. Karam, Graham Trotman 
Ltd. 
Developing Business in the Middle East & North Africa. Chase Wor ld 
Information Series. 
Doing Business in Saudi Arabia and the Arab Gulf States. N. A. ShiI-
ling. Inter-crescent Publishing and Information Corporation. 
Foreign Investment in Saudi Arabia. Confederation of British Industry. 
Investment Guide—Saudi Arabia. Cit ibank. 
Middle East Costs. Confederation of British Industry. 
Saudi Arabia: Background Notes. The Export Group for the Construc-
tional Industries. 
Who's Who in Saudi Arabia. Tihama & Europa. 
Government Publications 
Government Development Financing Agencies. Saudi Industrial 
Studies and Development Center (ISDC). 
Guide to Industrial In vestment in Saudi Arabia. ISDC. 
Labor and Workman's Compensation Law. Ministry of Labor and 
Social Affairs. 
Regulations for the Industry Development Fund. ISDC. 
Rules of Admission of Industrial Establishments to Industrial Estates. 
ISDC. 
Rules of Procedure and of Conciliation and Arbitration Proceedings. 
Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs. 
Note: 
Embassies in Saudi Arabia can provide lists of companies operating 
in Saudi Arabia. 
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